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Chapter 1
General introduction

It is amazing how our brain functions; even the simplest signal processes that
we can think of are very complex. Luckily, we are not aware of all the processes
that must be going on in our brain. In this thesis I will focus on how the brain
combines self movement related signals from the different sensory organs of
our body. This will be done from a behavioral perspective: by investigating
human perception (the ability to detect structures (patterns) and events in the
surrounding) while making fast eye movements or arm movements.

General introduction

Eye movements
Once light falls on our retina, the light signals are processed in several brain
areas to be able to construct a percept of the visual scene. When we are
looking at the picture of the girl in figure 1 (Yarbus, 1967), we are not able to
perceive the whole image of the girl at once. Rather there is only a small area of
the picture that we can see sharply. So in order to perceive this whole picture
we have to make eye movements to build an image in our head. A map can be
made of the path of the eyes when a person is looking at this picture (figure 1).
The map shows that the eye fixates at specific locations and makes many
jumps from one location to another. In this thesis most chapters will only focus
on this kind of eye movements: saccades.

Figure 1. A photo of a little girl and a map of the path of fixations and saccadic jumps of
one subject for three minutes (Yarbus, 1967).

It is known that we make up to three saccades a second and that the peak
velocity of those saccades depends on saccade amplitude. For saccades of 10
degrees of visual angle (1 deg ≈ 1 cm when the scene is about 60 cm distance
from your eye) the peak velocity is about 300 deg/s (Collewijn, Erkelens, &
Steinman, 1988). One can imagine that it is hard to describe the visual content
of the scene when our eyes are moving at a velocity of about 300 deg/s. Our
eyes move so fast that we are not aware of the saccades we make. We think
that the visual scene at which we are looking is continuously visible. It can be
compared to watching television; we donʼt perceive the 50 images per second,
we think it is a continuous (changing) image.
This suppression of vision during saccades (e.g. Burr, Morrone, & Ross,
1994; Campbell & Wurtz, 1978; Ross, Morrone, Goldberg, & Burr, 2001;
Watson & Krekelberg, 2009; Wurtz, 2008) could also be explained by the
following example. When we look into the mirror we are not able to see our own
eyes moving, however when someone else looks across our shoulder he or she
will be able to see your eyes moving. The fact that you donʼt perceive your own
eye moving suggests that vision is suppressed during saccades.
Experiments have shown that not all vision is suppressed during the
saccade. Objects that are briefly presented during the saccade can be
perceived. However, the location at which they are perceived is systematically
misjudged when they are presented near the time of the saccade (Mateeff,
9
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1978; Matin, Matin, & Pola, 1970; Matin & Pearce, 1965; figure 2). This
phenomenon is called peri-saccadic mislocalization, and it is the phenomenon
that is mainly studied in this thesis.

Figure 2. One trial of a saccadic localization task. The subject makes a saccade from
the left black dot to the right black dot. Near the time that the eye starts to move a gray
dot is flashed for a short time. Afterwards, the subject indicates the perceived location of
the flash (red dot). The difference between the perceived location and the true location of
the flashed target is the localization error.

Peri-saccadic mislocalization
The perceived location of an object that is flashed near the time of a saccade
depends on many factors. The first reports of systematic localization errors
demonstrated that for experiments that were performed in a completely dark
room the localization errors are independent of the flash location, which is
referred to as a transient shift (Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Honda, 1989, 1990,
1991, 1993; Mateeff, 1978; Matin et al., 1970; Matin & Pearce, 1965). The
apparent position of the flash was found to change less than 100 ms before
saccade onset with a maximum error at saccade onset. Figure 3A shows an
example of the time course of the mislocalization pattern with a transient shift.
Some decades later Ross and colleagues (1997) found a different pattern
for each flash location when the experiment was performed in a normally lit
room. When the flash was presented beyond the saccade target the perceived
flash location was in the direction of the saccade target: we refer to this as a
transient compression. Compression has also been found by others (e.g.
Lappe, Awater, & Krekelberg, 2000; Maij, Brenner, & Smeets, 2009; Ostendorf,
Fischer, Finke, & Ploner, 2007). All these studies showed slightly different
patterns. It appeared that a transient shift was found when performing the
experiment totally in the dark, whereas once visual references were visible after
the saccade a transient compression was found (Lappe et al., 2000). Lappe and
colleagues defined two measures to compare the mislocalization across
subjects and conditions. The shift index was defined as the mean over the flash
locations and the compression index was defined by the standard deviation of
the flash locations. In the Chapters 2, 3 and 8 we will also look at the
compression and shift.
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Figure 3. Localization errors for each time of the flash relative to saccade onset in two
studies: Honda (1991) (A), Maij et al. (2011a) (B). Each color represents a flash location
(dashed horizontal lines). Dots represent the indicated positions on single trials. The
colored curves through the data points are smoothed Gaussian averages of the data.
The black line is a minimum jerk movement simulating the eye position (Flash & Hogan,
1985). Note that different flash locations and saccade amplitudes were used in the
different studies and note the differences in the localization pattern.

Recently, more studies revealed that slight variations in the experimental
setup change the amount of transient compression and shift. For instance
stimulus contrast (Michels & Lappe, 2004), stimulus luminance (Georg, Hamker,
& Lappe, 2008), saccade amplitude (Lavergne, Vergilino-Perez, Lappe, & DoreMazars, 2010) and so on all influence the mislocalization. All these findings
make it hard to understand what is going on. With this thesis I hope to convince
you that (despite the variations in the experimental setup that I add) there is a
way to reach some consensus on why people mislocalize briefly presented
objects near the time of a saccade.
The chapters of the thesis are not presented in chronological order, but they are
organized thematically. I have grouped the Chapters in two parts. The first three
chapters will focus on the spatial aspects of mislocalization and the last four
chapters will focus on the temporal aspects of mislocalization. The next sections
will introduce these aspects.
Spatial aspects
As was mentioned earlier, visual references play a role when localizing flashes
presented near the time of saccades. In Chapter 2 we are interested in the role
of the saccade target. It has been shown that during the saccade people do not
perceive a jump of the saccade target of up to one third of the saccade
amplitude (Bridgeman, Hendry, & Stark, 1975). Therefore we are interested in
whether people localized flashes with respect to the new saccade target
location as if the saccade target is used as a visual reference. We found that
changing the location of the saccade target during the saccade resulted in a
11

change in the perceived location of the flash; that is, flashes were perceived in
accordance with their position relative to the saccade target. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that the manipulation of the duration that the saccade target
remained on the screen influenced the perceived location of the flash before
and after the saccade.
When looking at an image we make many eye movements in unpredictable
directions (figure 1). However, in many studies localization errors are
investigated by asking subjects to make the same saccade over and over again.
In Chapter 3 we investigate the role of the predictability of the location of the
saccade target by comparing the localization errors of random direction
saccades and the same horizontal saccade over and over again. We did not
find an effect of the predictability of the saccade target on the localization errors.
On page 9 I discussed that in order to perceive a stable world, perception
is suppressed during saccades. In Chapter 4 we study the origin of this
saccadic suppression by changing the luminance contrasts in the background.
We showed that people were not able to perceive a flashed bar during the
saccade when there was a high luminance contrast between segments in the
background. However when the luminance contrast was absent, people were
able to perceive the flashed bar. This suggests that masking by moving
luminance contrasts plays an important role in saccadic suppression. In addition
we showed that the borders between the colored regions are used as a visual
reference just before and after the saccade to localize the flash.
Temporal aspects
In the second part of my thesis I will focus on the temporal aspects of
mislocalization. Before introducing the experiments, I will illustrate the
importance of timing by an example. When I look out of the window of my room
at the VU University there are many birds on a rail above my window. This time
I see and hear a bird. It is quite amazing that I can perceive the sound of the
tweet and I see the bird making the tweet at the same time, especially given the
fact that auditory and visual information are processed with different time
delays. So in order to perceive multiple sensory signals as originating from one
event our brain needs to cope with different time delays of signals that are
combined (e.g. the combination of the retinal and the extra-retinal information,
or like in Chapter 4 the tactile and proprioceptive information).
We propose that temporal uncertainty about the time of a flash underlies
many of the peri-saccadic errors in localization. This proposal is further
investigated in the chapters described in the following paragraphs.
If temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash underlies peri-saccadic
mislocalization errors then people should also mislocalize objects that are
briefly presented in other modalities, such as in the haptic modality. And indeed,
this is what has been found before; people mislocalize stimuli that are
presented in the haptic domain (Dassonville, 1995; Watanabe, Nakatani, Ando,
& Tachi, 2009). So far, all studies that have investigated localization errors were
performed in a laboratory setting. That is, in visual localization tasks a flash was
presented on a screen (e.g. Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone, Ross, & Burr, 2005;
12
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Ostendorf et al., 2007; Ross et al., 1997) and in haptic localization tasks people
stimulated the finger with use of a small vibrator (Dassonville, 1995; Watanabe
et al., 2009). All these stimuli are artificial, and in this chapter we wondered
whether people would also mislocalize objects that they will touch themselves
when making an arm movement. This can be compared to more natural
conditions like for instance finding a light switch when you enter a dark room.
When making arm movements across the wall, your hand is already at another
location once you realize that you felt the light switch and you need to go back
to the felt location of the switch. We will show that, indeed, people make
localization errors under more natural conditions.
If the theory that uncertainty about the time of the flash underlies perisaccadic mislocalization is correct, then it should be possible to influence the
mislocalization by influencing the perceived time of the flash by additional
sensory information, such as an irrelevant tone. We call the tone ʻirrelevantʼ
because the subjects were not instructed to do anything with this tone. The
effect that the tone can alter the perceived time of a visual stimulus has been
shown before (Morein-Zamir, Soto-Faraco, & Kingstone, 2003; Vroomen & de
Gelder, 2004). If the tone and the flash are perceived as originating from one
event, we expect the time of that event to be a weighted average of the times of
the tone and the flash (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). In Chapter 6 we study the
effects of the tone on the localization errors. We found indeed that the tone
caused the mislocalization curves to shift in time: the subjects mislocalized the
flash as if the flash was presented closer in time to the tone. This demonstrates
that additional temporal information (e.g. the tone) is taken into consideration
when combining sensory information streams for localization.
The results of the two experiments discussed above stressed the
importance of temporal aspects, but what happens if you combine spatial
aspects (such as visual references in the background; e.g. a red and green
segmented background) with those temporal aspects. Would it be possible that
people perceive a flash that is presented on a red segment to have been
presented on a green segment on the background? If people are uncertain
about the time of the flash then people should perceive the flash to be
presented on another segment, whereas if people use deformed spatial
relationships (e.g. Ross et al., 1997) they would always perceive the flash on
the segment on which it is presented. We found in Chapter 7 that people readily
perceived the flash on the wrong color of the segment. This shows that subjects
donʼt use the color of the background in order to localize the flash. We created a
model that explains the localization errors with the use of a temporal uncertainty
about the time of the flash and a bias to believe that the flash was presented at
the position at which our eye is looking.
This model is expanded in Chapter 8 by showing the effect of changing the
parameters on the localization errors (the width of the temporal uncertainty and
the spatial prior to believe that the flash was presented at the location where the
eye was looking). We also demonstrate that the saccade amplitude, and
therefore also its duration, influences the localization pattern. With this model

13
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we are able to explain both the differences in the transient compression and
shift across experiments.
Summary
The here described studies gained insight in the temporal and spatial aspects of
localization near the time of eye (i.e. saccades) or arm movements. Taken
together, these studies further enhance the knowledge of how the brain
combines different sensori-motor signals.
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Spatial Aspects

Chapter 2
The use of the saccade target as a visual reference
when localizing flashes during saccades

Published as:
Femke Maij, Eli Brenner, Hyung-Chul O. Li, Frans W. Cornelissen and Jeroen B.J. Smeets
(2010) ʻThe use of the saccade target as a visual reference when localizing flashes during
saccadesʼ, Journal of Vision, 10(4), 7: 1-9

Flashes presented around the time of a saccade are often mislocalized. Such
mislocalization is influenced by various factors. Here, we evaluate the role of the
saccade target as a landmark when localizing flashes. The experiment was
performed in a normally illuminated room to provide ample other visual
references. Subjects were instructed to follow a randomly jumping target with
their eyes. We flashed a black dot on the screen around the time of saccade
onset. The subjects were asked to localize the black dot by touching the
appropriate location on the screen. In a first experiment the saccade target was
displaced during the saccade. In a second experiment it disappeared at different
moments. Both manipulations affected the mislocalization. We conclude that our
subjectsʼ judgments are partly based on the flashed dotʼs position relative to the
saccade target.

The use of the saccade target as a visual reference when localizing flashes during saccades

Introduction
Moving our eyes changes the relationship between retinal stimulation and
locations in space. Normally this does not give rise to an impression that the
surrounding has moved, so apparently the shift in the retinal stimulation is
anticipated. Image displacements of up to one third of a saccadeʼs length also
generally go by undetected if they occur during the saccade (e.g. Bridgeman et
al., 1975). One explanation for this is that it is considered more likely that oneʼs
judgment of direction (change in eye orientation) is incorrect than that
displacements would have occurred in the outside world precisely at the time of
the saccade. This uncertainty about our movements can explain why visual
references are used as spatial landmarks for aligning positions across saccades
(Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman, 2002; Lappe et al., 2000).
One of the most obvious visual references is the saccade target. In this
paper we study the role of the saccade target when localizing flashes that are
presented around the moment of the saccade. It has been shown that if a flash
occurs near the time of a saccade its location is misjudged (e.g. Bischof &
Kramer, 1968; Lappe et al., 2000; Maij et al., 2009; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Pola,
2004; Ross et al., 1997; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002). It has already been shown
that the pattern of peri-saccadic mislocalization depends on the visual
background (Awater & Lappe, 2006; Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Honda, 1993;
Morrone, Ma-Wyatt, & Ross, 2005; Ross et al., 1997) and that post-saccadic
visual references play an important role in the compression of the perceived
locations of flashes presented near the time of saccades towards the endpoints
of the saccades (Lappe et al., 2000). The saccade target has also already been
stepped repeatedly during saccades in order to induce saccadic adaptation, and
to examine how such adaptation influences peri-saccadic mislocalization
(Awater, Burr, Lappe, Morrone, & Goldberg, 2005; Georg & Lappe, 2009) and
perceptual stability (Bahcall & Kowler, 1999).
It has been shown that the relative positions of briefly asynchronously
presented targets are judged from their retinal positions even if the eyes have
moved (Brenner, Meijer, & Cornelissen, 2005) and that the position of the
saccade target is similarly mislocalized as that of the flash if it does not remain
visible across the saccade (Awater & Lappe, 2006). The latter finding led Awater
and Lappe (2006) to propose that peri-saccadic mislocalization consists of two
stages. The first, pre-saccadic stage consists of judging the position of the flash
relative to the saccade target. In the second, post-saccadic stage the relative
positions are aligned to the post-saccadic scene on the basis of knowledge
about the eyeʼs orientation and visual information from references within the
scene such as the saccade target. We performed two experiments to directly
examine the role of the saccade target in localizing flashes near the time of
saccades (in the presence of ample other visual references).
In experiment 1 we moved the saccade target either backward or forward
during the saccade, so that its position changed but the subject did not notice
this happening. We investigated how doing so influences the perceived location
of flashes presented before the saccade. If subjects use the saccade target as a
reference when localizing the flash, the perceived flash location will be
21
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influenced by changing the saccade targetʼs location. In experiment 2 we
investigated whether the perceived flash location is more precise when the
saccade target remaines on the screen during the whole trial than when it is
removed earlier. Most studies present the saccade target for only 50 ms and
then remove it from the screen (e.g. Georg et al., 2008; Lappe et al., 2000;
Morrone, Ross, & Burr, 1997). If the saccade target is used as a reference for
localizing the flash we expect leaving it on longer to result in less variability (and
possibly smaller systematic errors) when localizing targets flashed before the
saccade.
Methods
Subjects
We conducted two experiments in a normally illuminated room. Six subjects
volunteered for each experiment (including one of the authors). Two subjects
participated in both experiments. Only the author was aware of the specific
conditions. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study is
part of a research program that was approved by the ethics committee of the
Faculty of Human Movement Sciences.
Experimental setup
Visual stimuli were presented on a touch screen (EloTouch CRT 19”, 800x600
pixels, 36 x 27 cm, 100 Hz) using the Psychophysics Toolbox in MATLAB
(Brainard, 1997). The screen was orthogonal to the line of sight, at a distance of
60 cm, and therefore subtended 33° x 25° of visual angle. Eye movements were
registered using an Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)
at a sample frequency of 500 Hz using the Eyelink toolbox (Cornelissen, Peters,
& Palmer, 2002). Subjects were asked to follow a 0.5 degree diameter jumping
2
white dot (108 cd/m ) with their eyes. The dot was presented at a new position
every 400 ms. It jumped in steps of 7.6 degrees across a light gray screen (100
2
cd/m ), and remained on the screen until the next dot appeared. Each jump
displaced the dot randomly in one of eight radial directions: horizontal, vertical
and diagonal (but never choosing a direction that would bring the dot within 115
pixels from the edge of the screen).
After a series of 3, 4 or 5 steps (random with equal probabilities) a 0.5
2
degrees diameter black dot (7 cd/m ) was flashed for two frames (two very short
pulses with a 10 ms interval between them) at one of 5 or 2 different locations
(for experiments 1 and 2, respectively). The flash was presented along an
invisible line connecting the last two positions of the white dot. The exact
locations were defined with respect to the displacement. In experiment 1 they
were at 30%, 60%, 90%, 110% or 140% of the last displacement of the white dot
(figure 1A). During the saccade the saccade target jumped either 20% backward
or 20% forward and remained on the screen. In experiment 2 the flash locations
were at 60% and 140% of the last displacement of the white dot (figure 1B). The
saccade target was either removed after 50 ms, removed one frame before the
flash, removed during the saccade or it remained on the screen (continuous).
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The trial ended when the subject indicated where he or she had perceived the
flash by touching the screen.

2
Figure 1. Schematic overview of the possible conditions within each experiment. The
figures only show the time between just before the last displacement of the saccade
target and shortly after the resulting saccade. Dotted lines: range of times and possible
positions of the flash. Dashed lines: saccade target. Solid curve: eye orientation. Gray
bar: saccade duration. A. Experiment 1: the saccade target jumped either forward (blue)
or backward (red) during the saccade. B. Experiment 2: the saccade target was either
removed after 50 ms (black), one frame before the flash (green) or during the saccade
(cyan), or else it remained on the screen until the response (magenta). The green dot is
an example to indicate the moment of the flash corresponding with the depicted length of
the dashed green line (in this condition the time at which the saccade target disappeared
depended on the timing of the flash).

Calibration
To synchronize the eye movement recordings with the images presented on the
screen, we presented two flashes at the same time. One of them was the flash
that the subject had to localize. The other flash (in the lower right corner of the
screen) was used to synchronize the eye movement recordings with the images
presented on the screen, and was not visible to the subject. We measured the
moment of this second flash with a photo-diode that was attached to the lower
right corner of the screen. The photo-diode sent a signal to the parallel port of
the Eyelink computer. This signal was registered in the data file on the Eyelink
computer. The temporal relationship between such a record and the record of
the eye orientation at the moment of the flash was previously determined by
using the photo-diode to drive an infrared lamp that ʻblindedʼ one of the Eyelinkʼs
infrared cameras. Because the photodiode was placed in the lower right corner,
and the flash was presented at different locations on the screen, the real timing
was only known to within a few milliseconds (we did not correct for the temporal
effects of variation in the position of the flash on the screen). For trials in which
no signal was registered on the parallel port (due to technical failure; 27% of all
trials) we estimated when the flash had occurred from the average delay (17 ms)
between the record of the command to show the flash (that was also recorded
on the Eyelink computer) and the record of the signal on the parallel port on
trials in which there was such a signal.
Before each session the subject was asked to calibrate the touch screen
using the standard nine-point calibration provided by EloTouch, and to calibrate
23
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the Eyelink II using the standard nine-point calibration procedure of the Eyelink
II.
Procedure
In order to manipulate the saccade targetʼs position - or make it disappear during the saccade, we had to detect saccades rapidly online. For this, we used
a displacement threshold of 0.3° (4% of the displacement of the white dot) from
the gaze orientation at the moment the saccade target was displaced. For the
data analysis we used a more elaborate method to detect saccades (see below).
Because the mislocalization only occurs around the moment of the
saccade, we wanted to present flashes near the time of saccade onset on as
many trials as possible. From previous experiments (Maij et al., 2009) we knew
the average saccadic reaction times under similar conditions. We presented
flashes within a range of 100 ms around the anticipated moment of saccade
onset. The black dot was flashed on the screen for two frames at one of the
possible flash locations (defined in relation to the last displacement of the white
dot).
The subjects were asked to touch the screen at the location at which they
saw the black flash. If no new white dots appeared and the subject had not seen
a black flash (for instance because he or she blinked), the subject indicated
having missed the flash by touching the screen in one of the corners far from the
location where they perceived the last white dot. In total there were 360 trials in
each session. Subjects performed between six and eight sessions for
experiment 1 and between seven and ten sessions for experiment 2.
Data Analysis
We used the gaze of the right eye to determine various characteristics of the
saccades, and the first location at which the finger touched the screen as the
perceived position. For an eye movement to be considered to be a saccade, its
speed had to exceed 35°/s for at least two consecutive samples (4 ms). The
saccade end was determined as the first sample for which the speed was below
35°/s. We discarded trials in which the touched location differed by more than
180 pixels (7.6 degrees) in the direction of the saccade and 90 pixels
perpendicular to the direction of the saccade from the actual location of the flash
(this will remove trials in which the subject touched one of the corners or in
which he or she accidently touched the screen with another part of the hand).
We also discarded trials if the length of the saccade differed by more than 2
degrees from the median saccade length. Furthermore, we discarded trials in
which the saccadic reaction time was less than 125 ms or more than 300 ms. In
the conditions in which the saccade target was displaced during the saccade
(experiment 1) and in which the saccade target was removed during the
saccade (one of the four conditions of experiment 2) we discarded any trials in
which we failed to change the image during the saccade.
We only analyzed the mislocalization in the direction of the saccade: the
component of the vector between the touched location and the true location of
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the flash in the direction of the last displacement of the dot. We plotted these
signed errors as a function of the different moments of the flash. If the flash was
presented before saccade onset (or up to 10 ms after saccade onset), we
consider its timing (the first of the two frames) relative to saccade onset. If the
flash was presented after the end of the saccade (or no more than 10 ms before
the end of the saccade), we consider its timing relative to the saccade end. To
draw a smooth curve through the data (for each condition; i.e. each flash
position and saccade target manipulation) we averaged the errors for each
subject and condition with weights based on a (moving) Gaussian window (σ =
10 ms). The smooth curve was drawn as long as there were at least 5 data
points within ±σ of the peak of the Gaussian. We will refer to this curve as the
mislocalization curve.
The variability of the errors around the mislocalization curve is determined
in a similar way as the smooth curve through the data points. For each time
sample we calculated a standard deviation on the basis of the weighted
difference (same Gaussian window) between the positions of each data point
and the value of the mislocalization curve at that time sample. We then averaged
these standard deviations across the time samples.
The method that we use to quantify the mislocalization in terms of
compression and shift is new. It is different from the method used by Lappe and
colleagues (2000). We took the value of the mislocalization curves at each flash
location and fit a line through these values (see figure 2). We did so for every
time sample and every subject separately. The slope of this line indicates the
extent to which there was a compression of the perceived position of the flash
towards the saccade target. If the perceived positions were veridical (no
compression), the slope of the line would be 1. If the flashes were all perceived
at the same position the slope would be zero. Compression was therefore
defined as 1 – arctan(θ), where θ is the angle derived from the fit. Assuming that
any compression would be towards the saccade target (Awater et al., 2005;
Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone et al., 1997; Ross et al., 1997) the shift was defined
as the offset of the fit for a (hypothetical) flash at the saccade target (i.e. at 7.6°
in figure 2). Averaging across subjects provided estimates of compression and
shift for each time sample.
Statistics
All comparisons were conducted with paired t-tests (across subjects). In
experiment 1 we only had two conditions (jump forward or jump backward). We
performed separate paired t-tests for every time sample to determine whether
there are significant differences between the two conditions, both in the
mislocalization curves (for each flash position) and in compression and shift. In
experiment 2 we had four conditions. We used the condition in which the
saccade target was present for 50 ms as a baseline for similar t-tests. We
compared every time sample of every curve with the corresponding time sample
of the 50 ms baseline condition.
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Figure 2. Values of the mislocalization curves (perceived positions) for one subject at
one time of the flash (flash at saccade onset), showing how compression and shift were
determined. Black dotted lines: saccade target position. Red dotted line: predicted
perceived position for flash at saccade target position. Dashed diagonal line: veridical
percept. Dots: values for individual flash locations. Solid line: least squares fit to the dots.
Compression is defined as 1 – arctan(θ). Shift is the error in perceived position for a flash
presented at the saccade target.

Results
Eye movements
We obtained useful localization judgments on 34% ± 5% (mean ± standard
deviation across participants) of the trials in experiment 1 and 56% ± 5% in
experiment 2. The other trials were rejected for the reasons mentioned in the
data analyses section. Localization judgments were ignored when the saccade
length was either too short or too long (14% of the trials for experiment 1 and
18% for experiment 2), when there was no detectable saccade near the moment
of the flash (because the saccade latency was too long or too short; 19% for
experiment 1 and 9% for experiment 2), or when the eye tracker could not
identify the pupil (15% for experiment 1 and 11% for experiment 2). For
experiment 1, another 17% of the trials was discarded because the saccade
target didnʼt jump during the saccade. For experiment 2, 5% of the trials were
discarded because the saccade target was not removed during the saccade
(whereas it should have been). Furthermore, 1% (experiment 1) and 2%
(experiment 2) of the trials was removed because the screen was touched more
than 180 pixels (7.6 degrees) in the direction of the saccade or 90 pixels
perpendicular to the direction of the saccade from the actual location of the flash.
In 760 of these 773 trials the subject clearly touched one of the corners of the
screen. In the remaining 13 trials the subjects may have touched the screen by
accident (they sometimes repeated having done so), but these may also
represent extremes in mislocalization.
Figure 3A shows the saccade lengths for one subjectʼs individual trials
when the flash was presented at various times relative to saccade onset (or
saccade end). For trials in which the flash was presented nearer than the
saccade target (the trials represented by blue dots), the saccade amplitude was
smaller than for trials in which the flash was presented beyond the saccade
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target (the trials represented by red dots). A smooth line was drawn through
each set of data points by averaging with weights based on a moving Gaussian
window (σ = 10 ms). This was done separately for each subject and flash
condition. The mean of the six subjectsʼ curves is shown in figure 3B. The
results show that the saccade length is influenced by the flash position if the
flash occurs more than about 40 ms before saccade onset.
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Figure 3. Saccade amplitudes in experiment 2. Dots: saccade amplitudes on individual
trials (red for trials in which the flash was presented beyond the saccade target and blue
for trials in which the flash was presented nearer than the saccade target). Amplitudes
are shown as a function of the time of the flash relative to saccade onset (or saccade
end). Curves: smoothed averages of the dots of the same color. Dashed lines: the two
flash locations. Solid line: saccade target. Gray bar: average saccade duration. A. A
single subjectʼs.data B. Mean curves across 6 subjects. Transparent bands: standard
error of the mean (across subjects).

Mislocalization
Experiment 1

Figure 4. Mislocalization curves of experiment 1. The saccade target either jumped
forward (dashed red line) or backward (dashed blue line) during the saccade. Black
horizontal lines: saccade targets. Dotted lines: the five flash positions. Gray bar: average
saccade duration. A. A single subjectʼs mislocalization pattern. The dots show errors for
individual flashes. The curves are smoothed averages of the dots of the same color. B.
Mean mislocalization pattern across all six subjects. The thick sections of the red curves
indicate that there was a significant difference between the two conditions.
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The perceived positions in experiment 1 (figure 4) show that the saccade target
plays an important role when localizing flashes. When the saccade target
jumped forward or backward during the saccade, the subjectsʼ judgments were
biased in that direction. If the saccade targetʼs position is used to evaluate the
saccade amplitude, and to correct for any discrepancy between the intended
saccade amplitude and the true amplitude as judged from the saccade targetʼs
(retinal) position after the saccade, we expect the difference to be a pure shift.
The average compression and shift are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Mean compression (A) and shift (B) of the six subjects. The saccade target
either jumped forward (red) or backward (blue) during the saccade. Gray bar: saccade
duration. Dashed red and blue lines: saccade target displacements. Thick sections of the
red curves show the times at which there was a significant difference between the two
conditions. For further details see the methods section and figure 2.

We found a significant shift in response to the change in target position
when the flash was presented before the saccade (figure 5B). The dashed
colored lines represent the magnitude of the shift that would be expected if the
subjects had based their judgments exclusively on the position relative to the
saccade target. The actual contribution of the saccade target is approximately
30% of this magnitude.
Just before the saccade, we found the frequently reported compression
towards the saccade target (despite this being a pointing task; see Morrone, MaWyatt et al., 2005). However, we found a small expansion for both conditions for
flashes presented longer than 10 ms before the saccade, Cho and Lee (2003)
found some post-saccadic expansion, but pre-saccadic expansion is
unexpected, so we looked at its origin in more detail. In figure 6 we show an
example of a fit that gives rise to an expansion rather than a compression. It
seems as if there may be an additional systematic difference between the
perceived position for flashes that were presented closer than the saccade
target and ones presented beyond the saccade target.
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2
Figure 6. Perceived positions of the flashes when they were presented 60 ms before
saccade onset. Data for one subject. The saccade target jumped backward. Dashed line:
veridical percept. Dotted lines: saccade target position. Red line: best fit to all points.
Black lines: separate ʻfitsʼ for flash locations closer and further than the saccade target.

Experiment 2
In experiment 2 we expected to find an increase in precision (and accuracy)
when the saccade target was visible for a longer time. Results for the flash
location beyond the saccade target (figure 7) are consistent with the saccade
target contributing to localization accuracy, but when the flash was presented
nearer than the saccade target there was no difference between the conditions.

Figure 7. Mislocalization curves of experiment 2. The saccade target was either removed
after 50 ms (black), one frame before the flash (green) or during the saccade (cyan), or
else it remained on the screen until the response (magenta). Dotted lines: the two flash
positions. Black horizontal lines: saccade targets. Gray bar: saccade duration. A. A single
subjectʼs mislocalization pattern. B. Mean mislocalization patterns across six subjects.
The thick portions of each curve represent the times at which the errors were significantly
different from those when the saccade target was present for 50 ms (black curve). For
further details see figure 4.

The longer the saccade target remains visible the more suitable it is as a
visual reference. It is probably especially useful if it remains visible until after the
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saccade. We therefore expect the variability to depend on how long the saccade
target remains visible. We compared the variability relative to the smoothed
curve for the 50 ms condition with that in the other three conditions (figure 8).
We only considered trials for which the flash was presented before saccade
onset, but not more than 40 ms before saccade onset to avoid including trials in
which the flash may have influenced the saccade. The variability was
determined for each subject and compared across conditions with paired t-tests.
When the flash was presented beyond the saccade target (140%) the variability
decreased with increasing duration of the target display time. It was significantly
smaller when the saccade target remained visible (p<0.05). In that case the
variability was not significantly different from the variability in experiment 1 (in
which the saccade target was displaced but it remained visible; dashed line).
When the flash was presented nearer than the saccade target (60%) the only
significant difference was that the variability was larger in the 50 ms condition
than when the saccade target was removed one frame before the flash (p<0.05).

Figure 8. Variability in the perceived location (with respect to the mislocalization curves)
for flashes presented during the last 40 ms before saccade onset. Every bar indicates the
variability for one flash location and saccade target duration, with the standard error
across subjects. Dashed lines: the average variability in experiment 1 for the same flash
location.

Discussion and conclusion
When the saccade target jumped forward or backward during the saccade
(experiment 1), the subjectsʼ judgments were biased in that direction. This
implies that the subjects localized the flashes with respect to the saccade target
(see figure 4b). This is especially evident for the flashes that were presented
beyond the saccade target. The differences in the perceived locations between
the two conditions are smaller when the flash is presented closer than the
saccade target than when it is presented beyond the saccade target (i.e. they
are larger for larger retinal eccentricities). This is not the first example of
differences in mislocalization for flashes presented closer than and beyond the
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saccade target (see Kaiser & Lappe, 2004). This difference suggests that the
extent to which people rely on the saccade target depends on the retinal
positions of the flash and the saccade target. Such a dependency means that
when we shift the saccade target the perceived position of the flash shifts to
different extents for different flash locations, which can be expected to give rise
to a difference in compression between the conditions, as can indeed be
observed in figure 5A (the significant difference between the two curves).
In experiment 2 we found less variability in the perceived position when
the saccade target remained visible than when it disappeared before the
saccade, but only for the more distant flashes (right panel of figure 8).
Considering the above-mentioned dependence of the influence of the change in
saccade target position on eccentricity, one would expect the influence of the
saccade target duration to be most evident for the more distant flashes.
However, we found no influence of saccade target duration for the nearer flash
location except perhaps that removing the saccade target just before the flash
increased the variability in localizing the flash (left part of figure 8). For the more
distant flashes, we found that localization was not only less variable, but also
more accurate for a longer display time of the saccade target (Figure 7B; far
target), which is consistent with reports by Honda (1993) and Dassonville and
colleagues (1995). Honda (1993) showed that when there is a visible
background (a map of Japan) subjects are more accurate than in total darkness.
Dassonville and colleagues (1995) found that localization was more accurate if
the saccade target was presented longer.
We performed our experiments in a normally illuminated room. For targets
flashed in the dark, only the saccade target can be used as a reference for
relative position judgments, but in experiments such as ours, subjects may use
many structures in the scene as references. Thus our estimate (experiment 1)
that subjects relied to approximately 30% on the position relative to the saccade
target is only an indication of the extent to which the position relative to the
saccade target can be used. If the experiments were conducted in the dark the
role of the saccade target would possibly be stronger, and with more structure
on the screen it may have been weaker.
One further important note is that subjects are able to adjust their saccade
length up to 40 ms before saccade onset (figure 3). This can also be seen in
figure 3 of Awater and Lappe (2006). This implies that when we interpret
mislocalization curves across conditions we have to consider changes to the
saccade amplitude for flashes presented more than 40 ms before saccade
onset.
Our main finding is that the saccade target is used as a reference when
localizing a flash that is presented near the time of a saccade (as suggested by
Awater and Lappe, 2006). We estimate that the contribution of the relative
positions of the flash and the saccade target to the perceived position of the
flash is about 30% under these conditions, although it depended on their
positions so a precise value cannot be given.
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Chapter 3
Peri-saccadic mislocalization is not influenced by
the predictability of the saccade target location

Published as:
Femke Maij, Eli Brenner and Jeroen B.J. Smeets (2011) ʻPeri-saccadic mislocalization is not
influenced by the predictability of the saccade target locationʼ. Vision Research 51, 154-159

Flashes presented around the time of a saccade are often mislocalized. The
precise pattern of mislocalization is influenced by many factors. Here we study
one such factor: the predictability of the saccade targetʼs location. The
experiment examines two conditions. In the first the subject makes the same
horizontal rightward saccade to the same target location over and over again. In
the second the subject makes saccades to a target that is jumping in
unpredictable radial directions. A dot is flashed in the vicinity of the saccade
target near the time of saccade onset. Subjects are asked to localize the flash
by touching its location on the screen. Although various saccade parameters
differed, the errors that subjects made were very similar in both conditions. We
conclude that the pattern of mislocalization does not depend on the
predictability of the location of the saccade target.
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Introduction
We make more than hundred thousand saccadic eye movements every day.
Across each saccade both the eye orientation and the retinal image change, so
the brain needs to somehow integrate these changes into reliable estimates of
relevant objectsʼ locations. This integration is prone to errors when brief stimuli
are presented around the time of a saccade (e.g. Bischof & Kramer, 1968;
Lappe et al., 2000; Maij et al., 2009; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Pola, 2004; Ross et
al., 1997; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002). Such peri-saccadic mislocalization has
been studied intensively and it has been shown to depend on many factors. For
instance, the presence of visual references (Dassonville et al., 1995; Honda,
1993; Lappe et al., 2000; Maij, Brenner, Li, Cornelissen, & Smeets, 2010),
stimulus luminance (Georg et al., 2008), stimulus contrast (Michels & Lappe,
2004), auditory information about the time of the flash (Maij et al., 2009) and
saccade speed (Ostendorf et al., 2007) have all been shown to modify the
pattern of peri-saccadic mislocalization.
In daily life, we make saccades in various directions in rapid
succession, in response to the content of the scene and in accordance with our
intentions (Yarbus, 1967). In contrast, most studies of peri-saccadic
mislocalization constrain the saccades in order to reduce the variability between
trials (e.g. Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone, Ross et al., 2005). In those studies,
subjects are instructed to fixate a dot at a fixed position on the screen. When
the dot disappears the subject has to make a horizontal saccade towards a
second dot, the saccade target, which is always at the same place.
We examine whether subjects localize peri-saccadic flashes differently
when the saccade target is always at the same position on the screen than
when the position of the saccade target is unpredictable. A reason for expecting
a difference is that when the subject is following a dot that is jumping in random
directions on the screen, the goals of the saccades are not known until the
target jumps. When the saccade target is always at the same position on the
screen, the location of the saccade target and the initial orientation of the eyes
are known well in advance. Several saccade parameters (such as latency and
amplitude) are related to the predictability of the location of the saccade target
(de Grave & Bruno, 2010). Moreover, Xu-Wilson, Zee & Shadmehr (2009)
showed that peak velocity of saccades to targets that contain information is
higher than that to targets without information. Peak velocity has been shown to
be positively correlated with the compression of the perceived flash locations
towards the saccade target (Ostendorf et al., 2007). As predictable targets
contain less meaningful information than unpredictable targets, we predict that
unpredictable targets will give rise to faster saccades with more compression.
Methods
Design and subjects
We conducted the experiment in a normally illuminated room. Five subjects
volunteered to participate in the experiment (including one of the authors). All
subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study is part of a
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research program that was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of
Human Movement Sciences.
Experimental setup
Visual stimuli were presented on a touch screen (EloTouch CRT 19”, 1024x768
pixels, 36 x 27 cm, subtending a visual angle of 40°x30°, 85 Hz) using the
Psychophysics Toolbox in MATLAB (Brainard, 1997). The visual stimuli were
viewed from a distance of 50 cm. Eye movements were registered using an
Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) at a sample
frequency of 500 Hz using the Eyelink toolbox (Cornelissen et al., 2002).
Stimuli and conditions
We used two conditions that differed in the saccades that the subjects needed
to make (figure 1). One condition contained saccades in random directions and
the other condition contained only rightward horizontal saccades. In the random
direction condition, subjects were asked to follow a 0.5 degrees diameter
2
jumping white dot (108 cd/m ) with their eyes. The dot was presented at a new
position every 400 ms. It jumped in steps of 11 degrees across a gray screen
2
(100 cd/m ), and remained on the screen until the next dot appeared. The white
dot jumped in series of 3, 4 or 5 steps (random with equal probabilities). Each
jump displaced the dot in one of eight radial direction, chosen at random from
the two horizontal, two vertical and four diagonal directions, but never choosing
a direction that would bring the dot within 4.7 degrees (115 pixels) from the
edge of the screen. In the rightward condition there were only two possible
positions of the white dot; the saccade start and the target location were
respectively 5.5 degrees to the left and right of the screen centre. The white dot
at the saccade start location was presented for 400 ms, before jumping to the
saccade target location.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of target positions for a single trial of each condition. Left
panel: White dots jumped in random directions on the screen. A black dot was flashed
near the saccade target shortly after the white dotʼs last jump. Right panel: The white dot
jumped rightwards between two fixed locations. The black dot was flashed shortly after
the second white dot appeared on the screen. All positions are shown in this overview,
but there was never more than one target on the screen.
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Shortly after the white dot was presented at its final position, a 0.5
2
degrees diameter black dot (7 cd/m ) was flashed (one frame) at one of five
different locations with respect to the displacement between the (last) two
positions of the white dot. The flashes were presented at 25%, 50%, 75%,
125% and 150% of the (last) displacement of the white dot (with 0% being its
location before the displacement and 100% its location after the displacement).
The saccade target was removed one frame before the flash. The trial ended
when the subject indicated where he or she had perceived the flash by touching
the screen. The next trial started after a random delay. Each subject took part in
several sessions, and the two conditions were presented in different orders in
different sessions.
Calibration
Before each session the subject was asked to calibrate the touch screen using
the standard nine-point calibration provided by EloTouch, and to calibrate the
Eyelink II using the standard nine-point calibration procedure of the Eyelink II.
To synchronize the eye movement recordings with the images presented
on the screen, we always presented a second flash at the same time as the
flash that the subject had to localize. The second flash was only used to
synchronize the eye movement recordings with the images presented on the
screen. It was presented in the lower right corner of the screen and was
invisible to the subject. We measured the moment of this second flash with a
photo-diode that was attached to the screen. The photo-diode sent a signal to
the parallel port of the Eyelink computer. This signal was registered in the data
file on the Eyelink computer. The temporal relationship between such a record
and the record of the eye orientation at the moment of the flash was previously
determined by using the photo-diode to drive an infrared lamp that ʻblindedʼ one
of the Eyelink cameras. Because the photodiode was placed in the lower right
corner, and the flash was presented at different locations on the screen, the real
timing was only known to within a few milliseconds (we did not correct for the
temporal effects of variation in the position of the flash on the screen). For trials
in which no signal was sent from the photodiode to the parallel port (24% of all
trials; due to technical failure), we used the average delay between the record of
the command to show the flash (that was also recorded on the Eyelink
computer) and the record of the signal from the photo-diode (when such a
signal was recorded) to estimate when the flash had occurred. On average, this
delay was 27 ms, with a standard deviation of 3.5 ms. The latter is about what
one would expect for variability within one frame of the image. Thus the
accuracy of the timing was only slightly poorer on trials in which there was no
signal from the photo-diode.
To estimate the errors that arise from using pointing as a response we
also tested the accuracy of touching the location of a dot that remains present
on the screen. The dot appeared at random positions and had the same size
and color as the flash in the experiment. The average lateral and vertical
standard deviation when localizing such dots is 0.25 degrees.
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Procedure
Because the mislocalization of the flash only occurs around the moment of the
saccade, we wanted to present as many flashes as possible at about that time.
We used the saccadic latencies on previous trials in the same direction to
predict the saccade onset (Maij et al., 2009). We used the average saccadic
latency on the ten previous trials in which the saccades were in the same
direction as that of the trial in question for the prediction. We used Dafoe et al.ʼs
(2007) average latencies for each direction at the beginning of each session. At
the predicted saccadic latency the black dot was flashed on the screen for one
frame at 25%, 50%, 75%, 125% or 150% of the last displacement of the white
dot.
The subjects were asked to touch the screen as accurately as possible at
the location at which they saw the black flash. If no new white dots appeared
and the subject had not seen a black flash (for instance because he or she
blinked when the flash was presented), the subject could indicate having
missed the target by touching the screen in one of the corners. The trial ended
when the subject touched the screen. In total there were 300 trials in each block
and two blocks in each session (one for each condition). Subjects performed at
least four sessions. If, after several sessions, there were too few successful
trials for one of the conditions or directions, additional sessions were performed
for that condition (the definition of a successful trial will be explained in the next
section).
Data Analysis
We used the Eyelinkʼs gaze position data for the right eye to determine
characteristics of the saccades, and the first location at which the finger touched
the screen as the perceived position. For an eye movement to be considered to
be a saccade, its tangential velocity had to exceed 35°/s for at least two
consecutive samples (4 ms). The saccade end was at the first sample at which
the tangential velocity was below 10°/s. We discarded trials in which there was
no saccade near the time of the flash (wrong flash timing; see figure 3). We also
discarded trials if the length of the saccade was less than 75% of the (last)
displacement of the white dot (wrong amplitude) or if the direction of the
saccade was not within ± 22.5° of the radial direction of the (last) displacement
of the white dot (wrong direction). Furthermore, we discarded trials in which the
touched location differed by more than 270 pixels (11°; a whole displacement of
the white dot) in the direction of the saccade, or 135 pixels (5.5°) perpendicular
to the direction of the saccade, from the actual location of the flash (wrong
localization). Doing so removes trials in which the subject touched one of the
corners.
We only analyzed the localization in the direction in which the saccade
target jumped: the component of the vector between the touched location and
the true location of the flash in the direction of the (last) displacement of the dot.
We plotted the true and perceived positions of the flash, relative to the (last)
displacement of the white dot, as a function of the different moments of the
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flash, relative to saccade onset. To draw a smooth curve through the data (for
each condition and flash position) we averaged the perceived positions for each
subject and condition with weights based on a (moving) Gaussian window (σ =
7 ms). The smooth curve was drawn as long as there were at least five data
points within 7 ms of the peak of the Gaussian. We will refer to this curve as the
mislocalization curve.
Compression and shift
To describe the mislocalization in terms of compression and shift, we took the
values of individual subjectsʼ mislocalization curves at a single time sample (a
horizontal position in figure 2A), plotted them as a function of flash location, and
fit a line through these values (figure 2B). Compression was defined as
1 – arctan(θ), where θ is the angle between the fitted line and a horizontal line.
In this definition, a compression of 0 means no compression, in contrast with
other definitions of compression (e.g. Lappe et al., 2000). Shift was defined as
the value of the fitted line for a (hypothetical) flash at the saccade target (flash
position = 11°). Compression and shift were calculated separately for each time
sample (figures 2C and D).

Figure 2. Data analysis (data of one naïve subject for the rightward saccade condition).
Gray bar: average saccade duration. Solid gray line: saccade target location. A. For
each flash location (dashed lines), the perceived positions for individual flashes (dots)
were smoothed to obtain mislocalization curves. B. Each dot shows the value of the
mislocalization curve for one flash location at a certain time of the flash (at -60 ms in the
top panel and 20 ms in the lower panel). Dashed line: veridical percept. Black line: best
linear fit. We define compression as 1 – arctan(θ), so that a value of 1 is total
compression and a value of 0 is no compression. Shift is defined as the value of the best
linear fit at the saccade target location. C. Compression for each time sample. D. Shift
for each time sample.

Maximum compression
To relate the compression to various other parameters we determined the
maximal compression for each subject. The difference in maximum
compression between the random direction saccade condition and the rightward
saccade condition was tested with a paired t-test. We also determined the
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correlation of several saccadic parameters (amplitude, direction, peak velocity,
standard deviation in peak velocity, latency and standard deviation in latency)
with the maximum compression.
Results
On average, subjects did 4856 ± 729 trials for the random direction condition,
and 2474 ± 783 trials for the rightward condition (mean ± standard error of the
mean). The larger number for the former was obtained by running additional
sessions with only the random direction condition. In figure 3 we show the
proportion of successful trials (the trials that were used in the further analysis)
and the reasons why trials had to be discarded.

Figure 3. Percentage of successful and discarded trials for each condition. If trials were
unsuccessful on several criteria they were assigned to the first on the list. When the
percentage is smaller than 3% the value is only shown graphically.

Figure 4. Several parameters of the (last) saccades. All parameters were first
determined per subject and subsequently averaged across subjects. Error bars show
standard errors across subjects. A. Saccadic latency. B. Standard deviation in the
saccadic latency. C. Saccade amplitude. The gray horizontal line shows the amplitude of
the target jump. D. Saccade duration. E. Peak velocity of the eye during the saccade. F.
Standard deviation of the peak velocity.

The saccadic latencies were significantly more variable for the saccades
of the rightward condition than for those of the random condition (averaged
across all directions; figure 4B; p<0.01). The average saccade amplitude did not
differ significantly between the two conditions (figures 4C). The saccade
duration was significantly larger for the random direction condition (figure 4D;
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p<0.05). As expected, the peak velocity of the saccades in the random direction
condition was significantly larger than for the rightward saccade condition
(figure 4E; p<0.05) and the peak velocity was also significantly more variable
(figure 4F; p<0.05).
We also compared the saccade parameters of the rightward saccades of
the random direction condition with those of the rightward condition. The
average saccadic latency was significantly larger and the variability in latency
was significantly smaller for the rightward saccades in the random direction
condition than for those of the condition with only rightward saccades (figure 4A;
p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively). The peak velocity of the rightward saccades
of the random direction condition was significantly larger than that of the
condition with only rightward saccades (figure 4E, p<0.01). In general, the
rightward saccades were similar to all other saccades in the random condition.
Average mislocalization, compression and shift curves are shown in
figure 5. The curves look very similar for both conditions. However, in particular
before the saccade, there appears to be a difference in compression.
Comparing the mislocalization patterns for saccade targets near the screen
centre and near the border (random direction condition) showed that this effect
is not related to the location of the saccade target on the screen (not shown).
When only rightward saccade trials of the random direction condition were
considered, we found a mislocalization pattern that was similar to the overall
pattern for the random direction condition (see dashed curves in figure 5). Thus
the direction of the saccades is also not responsible for the difference.

Figure 5. Mislocalization (A), compression (B) and shift (C) curves averaged across the
5 subjects. The gray vertical bars show the saccade duration. The red and blue colored
curves and the transparently colored areas show the average with standard error of the
mean across subjects for the random and rightward condition. Cyan dashed curves:
average mislocalization curves for only the rightward saccades of the random direction
condition. Dashed horizontal lines: flash locations. Solid horizontal lines: saccade target
locations and the initial fixation target for rightward saccades. The discontinuities that are
visible in some of the averaged curves are due to missing data of a single subject.
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We tested whether there was a significant difference in the maximum
compression between the two conditions. We did not find a significant
difference (p = 0.08). Moreover, the maximum compression is not correlated
with the mean peak velocity for either condition (figure 6; rightward condition: r =
0.49, p = 0.40, random direction condition: r = -0.48, p = 0.41). We also
examined the correlation between maximum compression and the other
saccadic parameters that we had determined (latency, standard deviation in
latency, amplitude, duration and standard deviation in peak velocity) for both
conditions. We only found a correlation between the maximum compression
and the standard deviation in latency, and this was only significant for the
rightward direction condition (r = 0.97, p = 0.005; not shown).

Figure 6. Maximum compression versus mean saccadic peak velocity for the 5 subjects.
Colors represent different conditions and symbols different subjects.

Discussion and conclusion
We found the predicted faster saccades for the random direction condition, but
not the predicted associated increase in compression. We even found a slight
reduction of compression. The difference in the compression was most evident
for flashes presented well before the saccade, and gradually decreased during
the saccade (see figure 5). In accordance with the departure from the
prediction, we did not find the previously reported positive correlation (across
subjects) between compression and mean peak velocity of the saccades, on
which the prediction was based (see figure 6; Ostendorf et al., 2007). Thus it is
unclear how we should interpret the small difference in compression that we do
find.
We excluded two possible reasons for the found difference: the position
on the screen and the directions of the saccades. Another possible source for
the small difference in compression might be the variable start location of the
saccade in the random direction condition. Subjects might use the remembered
saccade start location as a reference for localizing the flash. In the rightward
saccade condition the start location was always the same, so subjects are
unlikely to misjudge it systematically (the appearance of the start location on
each new trial provides feedback). With random locations the perceived location
of the start of the saccade is more likely to be misjudged systematically (for
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instance always judging it to have been closer to where the flash had occurred).
Systematically misjudging the saccade start location could change the
perceived location of the flash if the flash is considered to have occurred before
the saccade. Relying on the misjudged position of the saccade start location
would explain why the small difference in compression that we found for flashes
presented before the saccade gradually decreases during the saccade.
The method we use to determine compression and shift is different from
the one that was introduced by Lappe et al. (2000). They defined the shift index
based on the mean of the perceived flash locations, and the compression index
on the standard deviation of the perceived flash locations. Both their indices are
normalized to their respective average values 100 ms before and after the
saccade. One disadvantage of this method is that the flash locations must be
arranged symmetrically around the saccade target location. Otherwise, a pure
compression towards the saccade target will be interpreted as being
accompanied by a shift, because the compression is not towards the average
flash location. Also, the normalization to the average value 100 ms before and
after the saccade is rather arbitrary, and would transform any compression or
shift for flashes before (or after) the saccade to an apparent effect at other
moments. The definition that we used is more flexible in this respect, but is not
fundamentally different.
Another methodological point is that making saccades to follow a dot as
it jumps in random directions is a very natural thing to do. It is similar to what we
do in daily life; we respond to the content of the scene and the task at hand by
making saccades in various directions in rapid succession. When instructed to
only make rightward saccades, we found that subjects have shorter saccadic
latencies and the latencies of the saccades are more variable (figure 4). This
made it harder to present the flashes around the time of the saccade (so we
had to discard more trials for the rightward condition, as shown in figure 3).
Subjects sometimes even did not make any saccade at all in the rightward
condition (in figure 3 these are indicated in the category wrong flash timing).
Thus the task was easier to perform when the subject needed to follow a dot
jumping in random directions than when they always had to follow the same
displacement of the dot.
To summarize, in this paper we show that the predictability of the
saccade target does not influence the mislocalization pattern (although the
predictability of the starting point of the saccade might). Flash positions are
mislocalized systematically near the time of saccades, but the extent to which
this occurs is largely independent of how long in advance the saccade can be
anticipated.
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Chapter 4
Luminance contrast differences in the background
make flashes harder to detect during saccades

Submitted as:
Femke Maij, Maria Matziridi, Eli Brenner and Jeroen B.J. Smeets ʻLuminance contrast
differences in the background make flashes harder to detect during saccadesʼ

To explore a visual scene we make many fast eye movements (saccades)
every second. During those saccades the image of the world shifts rapidly
across the retina. These shifts are normally not disturbing, possibly because all
perception is suppressed during saccades. In this paper we study the origin of
saccadic suppression by examining the influence of luminance contrast
differences in the background on the perception of a flash. We used different
types of backgrounds: either with iso-luminant red and green areas or with black
and white areas. We found that flashes were perceived during the saccade
when the background colors were iso-luminant, and were suppressed when
there was a high luminance contrast in the background. This supports masking
by moving luminance contrasts playing an important role in saccadic
suppression. We also found that the borders between the areas in the
background did not affect mislocalization during saccades, but they were used
as visual references before and after saccades irrespective of the color and
luminance contrast. These results show that detection and localization of
flashes are not based on the same process in the brain.
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Introduction
While exploring a visual scene our eyes make many fast eye movements
(saccades) to shift our point of gaze to objects of interest. During each saccade,
the image of the world shifts across the retina. Under normal circumstances
people do not perceive these shifts. The reduction in visual sensitivity during
(and before) the saccade is called saccadic suppression (see Ross et al., 2001;
Wurtz, 2008 for reviews). The common belief is that there are two mechanisms
that cause saccadic suppression: an active suppression driven by extra-retinal
corollary discharge and visual masking of the motion-blurred stimuli by the static
images before and after the saccade. It seems likely that in normal high
luminance contrast environments visual masking is the dominant mechanism
(Wurtz, 2008).
Low luminance contrast targets flashed on a uniform background can be
detected during saccades (Georg et al., 2008), but in a study by Lappe et al.
(2006) flashes presented during saccades on a background with two colored
areas were not perceived. This is consistent with masking playing an important
role because the border between the colored areas moves rapidly across the
retina during the saccade, which could suppress (or mask) the response to the
flash. Color in the background may be particularly effective because there is
evidence that saccadic suppression is confined to the magno-cellular pathway
(Burr et al., 1994; Uchikawa & Sato, 1995). However, in another recent study
(Maij, Brenner, & Smeets, 2011b) we have shown that flashes presented during
a saccade were perceived despite color differences in the background. A
difference between the two studies that might be responsible for the difference
in saccadic suppression is that we (Maij et al., 2011b) used iso-luminant colored
regions in the background, whereas Lappe and colleagues (Lappe et al., 2006)
used a combination of color and luminance contrast. Does a region of a different
luminance mask the flash when it shifts across the retina?
In this experiment we directly compare the effects of iso-luminant color
borders in the background with the effects of luminance borders in the
background. The flash will always differ from the background in both color and
luminance. We will also investigate whether the flashʼs location relative to the
color border is critical: does it matter whether the differently colored region shifts
across the flash location just before or after the flash?
Methods
Subjects
We conducted the experiment in a normally illuminated room. Six subjects
volunteered to take part in the experiment (including one of the authors). Only
the author was aware of the specific conditions. All subjects had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. The study is part of a research program that was
approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences.
Experimental setup
Visual stimuli were presented on a touch screen (EloTouch CRT 19”, 1024x768
pixels, 36 x 27 cm, 85 Hz) using the Psychophysics Toolbox in MATLAB
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(Brainard, 1997). The screen was orthogonal to the line of sight, at a distance of
50 cm and subtending 40° x 30° of visual angle. Eye movements were
registered using an Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada) at a sample frequency of 500 Hz using the Eyelink toolbox
(Cornelissen et al., 2002). Subjects were asked to follow a 0.5 degrees diameter
jumping dot with their eyes. The dot was presented at a new position every 400
ms. It jumped in steps of 12 degrees across a screen and remained on the
screen until the next dot appeared. All except the last jump displaced the dot
randomly in one of eight radial directions: horizontal, vertical and diagonal (but
never choosing a direction that would bring the dot within 115 pixels from the
edge of the screen). The last jump of the dot was always a horizontal one,
either to the left or to the right, and always started 6 degrees from the midline.
After a series of 3, 4, 5 or 6 jumps (random with equal probabilities) a
0.5x12.3 degrees vertical bar was flashed for one frame at one of 3 different
locations. The locations of the flashed bar were defined with respect to the
displacement between the last two positions of the dot. The flash was presented
along an invisible line through these positions, at -20%, 20%, or 130% of the
dotʼs last jump. On trials with a border (see below), for the -20% location a
border passed the flashʼs retinal location almost immediately after the flash if
the flash was presented during the saccade. For the other two locations the
border passed the flashʼs retinal location just before the flash. Also, for the 20%
location the expected percept does not cross the border, whereas for the other
two it does. The dot was removed 50 ms after the last jump, which usually
presented before the flash. The trial ended when the subject indicated where he
or she had perceived the flash by touching the screen at that location. The
subject was instructed to touch the upper right corner of the screen if he or she
did not perceive the flash.
The backgrounds could consist of two colors or could be uniform. If the
background consisted of two colors, there were two regions of one color at the
two sides, with a region of a different color extending vertically across the whole
screen between them. The latter region extended horizontally from the dotʼs
poison before the last jump (6 degrees from the screen centre) to a position
beyond the saccade target (8.4 degrees to the opposite side of the midline; see
figure 1). We presented a red jumping dot and a green flashed bar (of the same
luminance) on black and white backgrounds, and we presented a black jumping
dot and a white flashed bar on (iso-luminant) red and green backgrounds.
There were eight possible backgrounds (figure 1), but we will not consider
distinctions between red and green or between black and white (except in
forming the borders), so we have two patterns for both red-green and blackwhite surfaces: uniform or segmented. These four combinations (uniform red or
green; segmented red and green; uniform black or white; segmented black and
white) will be referred to as conditions. Iso-luminance for red and green was
determined individually by flicker photometry.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of an example trial with red-green colored regions in the
background and a flash at 20%.

Calibration
Before each session the subject was asked to calibrate the Eyelink II using the
standard nine-point calibration procedure. To synchronize the eye movement
recordings with the images presented on the screen, we presented two flashes
at the same time. One of them was the flash that the subject had to localize.
The other flash (in the lower right corner of the screen) was used to synchronize
the eye movement recordings with the images presented on the screen, and
was not visible to the subject. We measured the moment of this second flash
with a photo-diode that was attached to the lower right corner of the screen. The
photo-diode sent a signal to the parallel port of the Eyelink computer. This
signal was registered in the data file on the Eyelink computer. The temporal
relationship between such a record and the record of the eye orientation at the
moment of the flash was previously determined by using the photo-diode to
drive an infrared lamp that ʻblindedʼ one of the Eyelinkʼs infrared cameras.
Because the photo-diode was placed in the lower right corner, and the flash
was presented at different locations on the screen, the real timing was only
known to within a few milliseconds (we did not correct for the temporal effects of
variation in the position of the flash on the screen). For trials in which no signal
was registered on the parallel port (due to technical failure; 3% of all trials) we
used the average delay (14.9 ms) between the record of the command to show
the flash (that was also recorded on the Eyelink computer) and the record of the
signal on the parallel port on trials in which there was such a signal, to estimate
when the flash had occurred.
Procedure
Because the suppression of the flash only occurs around the moment of the
saccade, we wanted to present as many flashes as possible at about that time.
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We used the saccadic reaction times on previous trials to predict the saccade
onset (Maij et al., 2009). At the predicted saccadic reaction time the bar was
flashed on the screen for one frame at one of the possible flash locations
(defined in relation to the last displacement of the dot). The subjects were asked
to touch the screen at the location at which they saw the flashed bar. If no new
dots appeared and the subject had not seen a bar (for instance because the
flash was suppressed), the subject indicated having missed the flash by
touching a corner of the screen.
Sessions
Subjects performed four sessions of 600 trials each. In each session all
conditions were presented equally often, in random order.
Data Analysis
We used the Eyelinkʼs gaze position data of the right eye to determine various
characteristics of the saccades. For an eye movement to be considered to be a
saccade, its tangential velocity had to exceed 35°/s for at least two consecutive
samples (4 ms). The saccade end was defined as the first sample for which the
tangential velocity was below 35°/s. We discarded trials if the length of the
saccade was less than 60% or more than 140% of the displacement of the dot.
Trials were also discarded if the direction of the saccade was not between ±
22.5 degrees of horizontal. Furthermore, we discarded trials in which the
subject did not make a saccade near the time of the flash (i.e. if there was no
saccade onset from 80 ms before the flash until 60 ms after the flash). For the
remaining trials, the touched location was regarded as the perceived location.
We only used the first location at which the finger touched the screen. We
regarded trials in which the touched location differed from the flash location by
more than 10 degrees in the direction of the saccade, 6 degrees in the opposite
direction than the saccade or 6 degrees orthogonal to the direction of the
saccade from the actual location of the flash as trials in which the subject
touched the corners of the screen to indicate that he or she did not perceive the
flash.
Saccadic suppression
We determined the fraction of trials in which each subject did not perceive the
flash. For each subject and condition we made bins of 10 ms in the time of the
flash with respect to saccade onset, and determined the fraction of the missed
trials for each bin. These values were then averaged across subjects.
Mislocalization
We analyzed the mislocalization in the direction of the saccade: the horizontal
component of the vector between the touched location and the true location of
the flash. We determined these signed errors as a function of the different
moments of the flash relative to saccade onset to determine the fraction of trials
in which flashes were or would be perceived at the wrong side of the border.
For each subject and condition, we made bins of 10 ms in the time of the
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detected flash with respect to the saccade onset. For each bin we determined
the fraction of the flashes that were perceived at the wrong side of a border or
where a border would be if the background were segmented. We ignored bins
for which there were fewer than 3 trials. When averaging across subjects we
ignored bins at time for which we had fewer than 5 subjects. We also
determined for each subject and condition the mean (bias) and the standard
deviation (variability) of the localization errors of all detected flashes 35-60 ms
before and 50-70 ms after the saccade.
Results
We obtained useful saccades on 53% ± 9% of the trials in the red-green
condition (uniform and segmented) and 55% ± 9% of the trials in the black-white
condition (uniform and segmented; means ± standard errors across
participants).
Saccadic suppression
Subjects missed the flash on up to 80% of the trials when the flash was
presented during the saccade on the black and white segmented background
(figure 2A). In the other conditions (red and green segmented or uniform
backgrounds and uniform black and white backgrounds) the fraction of trials in
which the flash was missed was negligible. The fraction of missed trials did not
differ between the three different flash locations for the black-white segmented
background (see figure 2B), despite the difference in when the color border
passed the flash location on the retina (just after the time of the flash for the 20% flash location and just before the flash for the other two flash locations
when the flash was presented during the saccade).

Figure 2. Average fraction of missed trials. Transparent bands: standard error of the
mean (across subjects). Gray bar: average saccade duration. Left panel: fraction of
missed trials for the four different conditions (red-green and black-white; segmented and
uniform background). Right panel: fraction of missed trials of the black-white segmented
condition for the three different flash locations (-20%, 20% and 130%).

Mislocalization
We obtained useful localization judgments on 53% ± 9% of the trials in the redgreen condition (uniform and segmented) and 45% ± 8% of the trials in the
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black-white condition (uniform and segmented; means ± standard errors across
participants). Flashes are readily perceived to have been presented on another
background color (Maij et al., 2011b). For flashes that were detected the
fraction that was localized within a region that has a different color (segmented
backgrounds) or would have had a different color if it were segmented (uniform
backgrounds) is similar for the red-green background colors and the black-white
backgrounds. There were however some systematic differences between
uniform and segmented backgrounds, especially for flashes presented before
and after the saccades (figure 3).

Figure 3. Average fraction of flashes perceived at a location with a different color or that
would have had a different color if the background were segmented, for each flash
location. Transparent bands: standard error of the mean (across subjects). Gray bar:
average saccade duration. Panels: different flash locations.

There was a significant influence of the presence of the border (uniform versus
segmented; both averaged across black-white and red-green backgrounds) on
the localization bias for flashes at 130% presented before (p<0.001) and after
(p<0.05) the saccade. The latter is surprising because the eyes were directed
near to the flash location when the flash occurred. The presence of the border
also reduced the variability before and after the saccade, but this was only
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significant for flashes at -20% presented before the saccade (p<0.05). The
mean localization bias only depended on a border being present for the flash at
130% before (p<0.001) or after (p<0.05) the saccade.
A possible origin for the systematic errors for flashes near the saccade
targets in particular for uniform backgrounds, is that the errors are as if subjects
assume that their eyes landed on the saccade target. If so, the saccade
amplitude should be correlated with the bias. This is indeed what we found
(figure 4). For the flash at 130% of the saccade amplitude we found a significant
correlation between saccade amplitude and bias both for flashes presented
before (p<0.001, r = 0.83) and after (p<0.01, r = 0.73) the saccade when the
background was uniform. This was not the case when the background was
segmented, in which case the border could be used as a landmark.
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Figure 4. Correlation between the localization bias and the saccade amplitude for the
130% flash location. Each symbol represents the mean values of one subject in one
condition. Circles and squares indicate the mean bias and saccade amplitude of trials in
which the flashes were presented 35-60 ms before saccade onset. Triangles indicate the
mean localization bias and saccade amplitude of the trials in which the flashes were
presented 50-70 ms after saccade onset. Solid and dashed lines are regression lines.
The diagonal dotted line indicates a localization bias that is proportional to the error in
the saccade amplitude.

Discussion and conclusion
We studied the influence of luminance and color contrast differences in the
background on the perception of flashes that are presented near the time of a
saccade. We found that if the background had black and white segments,
subjects missed many flashes that were presented during the saccade (figure
2). This is in line with our prediction mentioned in the introduction. We did not
find an effect of the location of the presented flashes on saccadic suppression.
That is, because the border passed the flashʼs retinal location just before or
after the flash. This shows that the flash is not only masked by a transient signal
just after it at the same retinal location.
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It is known for decades that the locations of objects presented briefly near
the time of saccades are systematically misjudged (e.g. Bischof & Kramer,
1968; Dassonville, Schlag, & Schlag-Rey, 1992; Honda, 1989; Lappe et al.,
2000; Maij et al., 2009, 2011b; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Morrone et al., 1997;
Ross et al., 1997). We found no effect of the presence of borders on the fraction
of trials in which subjects perceived the flash on the other colored segment for
flashes presented during the saccade (figure 3). We also found a tendency for
the variability before and after the saccade to be smaller when there was a color
border present. We found smaller systematic errors when a border was present
for flashes near the saccade target, both when the flashes occurred before and
after the saccade.
It has been proposed that suppression and mislocalization are related
processes (Diamond, Ross, & Morrone, 2000; Michels & Lappe, 2004). Two
aspects of our data suggest that this may not be true. The first is that the
fraction of trials in which the subjects localized flashes on a differently colored
segment was similar for the two conditions with segmented backgrounds when
the flashes were presented around saccadic onset. During the saccade the
flashes were suppressed for the black-white segmented background and not for
the red-green segmented background. The (lack of) luminance contrast in the
background thus affects suppression without affecting mislocalization.
Secondly, the time-course of mislocalization (figure 3) and the time-course of
saccadic suppression (figure 2) are different. The fraction of missed trials starts
to increase at saccade onset and continues until 80 ms after the saccade,
whereas the fraction of trials that were perceived on the wrong segment starts
to increase 20 ms before saccade onset and lasts until the end of the saccade
(at least for the flashes at -20%).
That subjects use visual references to localize briefly presented objects
has been shown in many studies (Dassonville et al., 1995; Honda, 1993; Maij et
al., 2010). The role of the saccade target has been investigated before and it
has been shown that subjects use the relative distance between the saccade
target and the flash location to localize the flash (Maij et al., 2010). Here we
found a correlation between the saccade amplitude and the localization bias for
the uniform backgrounds (figure 4). This suggests that subjects assume that
their eyes landed on the saccade target when the flash was presented beyond
the saccade target, even when the eyes did not.
It seems surprising that the localization pattern beyond the saccade
target is different from in front of the saccade target. However, similar
differences in patterns between flashes presented in front of and beyond the
saccade target have been found before (Kaiser & Lappe, 2004; Maij et al.,
2010). We have shown that the saccade target plays a more important role as a
visual reference for flashes beyond saccade target than for flashes in front of
the saccade target (Maij et al., 2010). The current results suggest that this is
also true for other references (border at 130%).
To summarize, we confirmed that the motion of luminance contrast
across the retina during saccades makes briefly presented stimuli harder to
detect. Purely chromatic contrast did not have such an effect. We show that the
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borders between the segments are used as visual references before and after
the saccade. Furthermore, we conclude that there is no correlation between the
detection and the localization of flashes.
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Temporal aspects

Chapter 5
Misjudging where you felt a light switch in a dark
room

In revision:
Femke Maij, Denise D. J. de Grave, Eli Brenner and Jeroen B.J. Smeets ʻMisjudging where
you felt a light switch in a dark roomʼ

Previous research has shown that subjects systematically misperceive the
location of visual and haptic stimuli presented briefly around the time of a
movement of the sensory organ (eye or hand movements). In all these studies
the stimuli (a flash or a tap on the finger) are quite different from what one
encounters in daily life. In this study we tested whether subjects also mislocalize
real (static) objects that are felt briefly while moving ones hand across them, like
when searching for a light switch in the dark. We found that subjects
systematically mislocalized a real bar in a similar manner as has been shown
with artificial haptic stimuli. This demonstrates that movement related
mislocalization is a real world property of human perception.

Misjudging where you felt a light switch in a dark room

Introduction
When you come home late at night and need to find the light switch in a totally
dark room, you sweep your hand across the wall to feel where the switch is.
During these sweeping movements you need to know where your hand is in
space (information provided by proprioception and motor commands), and you
need to know whether and when your hand feels the switch (tactile information).
This information needs to be combined in order to know that the light switch is
located at the position where the hand was at the time it touched the switch.
Once you have moved over the switch you need to move your hand back to the
place at which you felt it to turn on the light. Surprisingly, it is hard to find the
switch although you just touched it while moving your arm. In this paper we
study this localization problem, especially whether these localization errors are
systematic.
In vision it is known that people make systematic errors when localizing
objects flashed around the time of saccades (Bischof & Kramer, 1968;
Dassonville et al., 1992; Lappe et al., 2000; Maij et al., 2009; Mateeff, 1978;
Matin & Pearce, 1965; Ross et al., 1997) or during smooth pursuit (Brenner,
Smeets, & van den Berg, 2001; Kerzel, Aivar, Ziegler, & Brenner, 2006;
Rotman, Brenner, & Smeets, 2004). These systematic localization errors are
primarily in the direction parallel to the movement (Honda, 1993). Similar
mislocalization patterns have been reported in haptics (Dassonville, 1995;
Watanabe et al., 2009). In those studies a small vibrator, attached to the index
finger, delivered a tap on the finger around the time of an arm movement.
All the above-mentioned studies used artificial stimuli that differ in many
ways from what we normally encounter in our everyday environment. In vision
flashes that were very shortly presented were used and in haptics taps on the
finger with no displacement on the skin were used. Dassonville (1995) raised
the question in the discussion of his paper as to why these large haptic
mislocalizations are not more obvious in daily life. In the present study, we
tested whether the same pattern of mislocalization occurs under more natural
conditions. Subjects were instructed to localize a thin bar that was placed on top
of a table. They felt this bar while moving their arm from one location to another
across the table. We will show that this task, that is comparable to the lightswitch example mentioned above, yields similar systematic errors to those
found with artificial stimuli.
Methods
Six subjects volunteered to participate in the experiment (including two of the
authors). The study is part of a research program that was approved by the
ethics committee of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences.
Setup
We instructed the subjects to sit on a chair and blindfolded them. We asked the
subjects to move their right index finger either to the left or to the right across a
tabletop (the two most distal phalanges of the index finger were placed on the
tabletop) from the side of one cube (sides: 2.5 cm) to the side of another cube
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(see figure 1A). The space between the cubes was 40 cm. We placed a thin
aluminum bar (0.5 cm wide; 0.1 cm high) on the table at a random position on
the movement path. The bar was oriented orthogonally to the path and was long
enough for its far end never to be felt. The right index fingerʼs trajectory was
recorded by attaching an infrared light-emitting diode (IRED) to the nail and
recording the IREDʼs position with an Optotrak system (Northern Digital
Incorporation, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada; sampling rate = 500 Hz). Three
additional IREDʼs were attached to the aluminum bar and the two cubes.
Procedure
Each trial started by the experimenter instructing the subject at which cube to
start. This was determined at random. The subject placed the index finger so
that it touched either the left side of the cube on the right or the right side of the
cube on the left. The bar was then placed at a random position between the
cubes and the subject was instructed to start. He or she moved his or her
fingertip across the surface of the table at whatever speed he or she found
convenient until the finger reached the other cube. After this movement the
subject had to indicate the perceived location of the bar by lifting the finger and
placing it at that location, see figure 1B. When the subject started moving to the
perceived location of the bar the researcher moved the bar to another location
along the path so that the subjects received no feedback (subjects were aware
of this). In total there were 160 trials for each subject (80 trials starting at each
side).
Data analysis
We used the recorded positions of the index finger and bar to determine the
localization error and the timing error (as explained below and in figure 1B). The
beginning and end of the movement were determined with a velocity threshold
of 5 cm/s. We discarded trials in which the arm movement was not smooth (for
instance because the subject stopped moving the finger after he or she crossed
the bar) and trials in which the subject started moving before the instruction to
start.
Positive values of the localization error indicate an error in the direction of
the arm movement (nearer to the end position of the movement; e.g. indicating
a position that is too far to the right for a rightward movement). We plotted the
localization error as a function of the different locations and times of contact
with the bar (relative to movement onset). The timing error was defined as the
difference in time between when the finger reached the actual location and
when it reached the perceived location of the bar (see figure 1B). We fit a
regression line through the data points of the timing error to compare the results
with those of Dassonville (1995).
The duration of the contact between the finger and the bar was determined
by dividing the sum of the width of the finger (approximately 1.5 cm) and the
width of the static bar (0.5 cm) by the velocity of the fingerʼs movement at the
time of contact. The average duration of contact was determined for each
subject.
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Figure 1. The haptic localization task. A. Top view. B. Time course of an example trial,
the subject moved the fingertip (black line) from the left cube to the right one. During the
movement the finger crossed the aluminum bar (gray line). After reaching the other cube
the finger moved back to the perceived location of the bar (that had been moved away in
the meantime). The movement to the perceived location of the bar was performed with
the finger lifted off the table (not shown). The difference between the perceived location
and the actual (original) location of the bar is the localization error. The timing error is the
difference in time between when the finger reached the actual location of the bar and
when it reached the perceived location of the bar during the initial movement.

Results
We discarded on average 3% of the trials. The average duration of contact
between the finger and the bar was 28 ± 7 ms (mean ± standard deviation
across subjects). For each subject we display the perceived distance of the bar
from the start position as a function of the actual distance (figure 2A). Three of
the six subjects (EB, AH and WS) have a tendency to underestimate the
distance. All subjects have considerable variability in the localization of the bar;
standard deviations of several cm. This is considerably larger than the precision
of proprioceptive localization at a similar position (van Beers, Sittig, & Denier
van der Gon, 1998).
In figure 2B we show the localization errors as a function of the time from
movement onset. The negative slope of the smooth curve through the data
points indicates that the longer the finger moved, the more the bar was
perceived at a position that was crossed earlier than was the actual bar
location. This is even more evident from the timing error (the time between
when the finger was at the actual location and when the finger was at the
perceived location; figure 2C). One subject shows a different result (ND). This
subject moved very fast and the bar was usually perceived to be near either the
start position or the end position of the movement. Regression coefficients for
the timing error as a function of the time of contact relative to movement onset
are shown in table 1.
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Figure 2. Each subjectʼs performance. A. The perceived position of the bar as a function
of the actual position of the bar. B. The localization error as a function of how long after
movement onset the finger touched the bar. The smooth curves through the dots are
averages based on a moving Gaussian window (σ = 25 ms). C. Timing error as a
function of how long after movement onset the finger touched the bar. The lines
represent linear regressions to the data points.
Table 1. Regression coefficients of linear fits of the timing error as a function of the time
of contact with the bar relative to movement onset. We also give the ranges of the
2
intercept, slope and R values of the four subjects (in the lower row) from table 3 of
Dassonville (1995).
Subject
DG
EB
ND
AH
MP
WS
Mean
Dassonville
*
**

Regression coefficient of the timing error
2
Intercept (ms)
Slope
R
**
23
-0.13
0.10
**
-29
-0.17
0.22
*
-29
0.09
0.04
**
-5
-0.13
0.19
**
44
-0.13
0.17
**
4
-0.13
0.19
1
-0.10
72 to 162
-0.12 to -0.49
0.11 to 0.73

Slope is significantly greater than zero (t-test, p<0.05)
Slope is significantly less than zero (t-test, p<0.0001)

Discussion and conclusion
Dassonville (1995) raised the question in the discussion of his paper as to why
the large systematic haptic mislocalizations that he found in his experiment are
not more obvious in daily life. We performed an experiment in which we tested
whether the localization errors are also systematic in a task that is more similar
to daily life tasks. Our results showed that subjects make similar systematic
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errors when localizing a bar during an arm movement under more or less
natural conditions. Thus we probably make similar errors in daily life but our
variability is so large that we are not bothered by the systematic localization
errors that we make around the time of movements.
Subjects were instructed to localize a static thin bar that they felt while
moving their finger from one location to another. The systematic mislocalization
pattern that we found was similar to the pattern found in previous research in
which subjects localized an artificial stimulus: a tap on a moving finger
(Dassonville, 1995; Watanabe et al., 2009), a flash presented near the time of a
saccade (Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Dassonville et al., 1992; Lappe et al., 2000;
Maij et al., 2009; Mateeff, 1978; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Ross et al., 1997) or a
flash presented during smooth pursuit (Brenner et al., 2001; Kerzel et al., 2006;
Rotman et al., 2004).
We found a smaller average slope of the regression lines of the timing
error relative to movement onset than the slope of the regression lines in the
experiment of Dassonville (1995). The differences in slope could arise from the
fact that the average duration of the tactile stimulus was clearly longer in our
experiment (28 ms) than the 6 ms in the study of Dassonville (1995).
Experiments in vision often present extremely short flashes (e.g. Lappe et al.,
2000; Ross et al., 1997; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1995). Rotman and colleagues
(2005) showed that systematic localization errors decrease with increasing
(static) stimulus presentation for visual stimuli during smooth eye movements. If
this is also true for tactile stimuli then the difference in stimulus duration can
explain the slopes.
The intercepts of the regression lines of the timing error are smaller than
the intercepts found by Dassonville (1995). This could be explained by one or
more of the other differences between the studies. In the haptic localization
study of Dassonville (1995) the stimulus could be presented before, during and
after the start of the eye or hand movement. In our experiment we were only
able to test the perceived location of the bar during the hand movement,
because the subjects had to move their finger to touch the bar, this resulted in a
smaller range of positions at which the bar could be presented. Moreover,
Dassonville (1995) instructed his subjects to move their hand in the air
(obtaining only proprioceptive information about the location of the finger),
whereas in our study the subjects were instructed to move the finger across a
surface (obtaining both proprioceptive and cutaneous information about the
location of the finger). Considering these differences between the studies it not
surprising that we find some quantitative differences between them. Importantly,
qualitatively we find very similar mislocalization patterns.
In summary, we can conclude that errors when touching a real object are
not fundamentally different from ones when the stimulus is delivered by a
vibrator attached to the finger. This demonstrates that movement related
mislocalization is not limited to artificial stimuli. We show that these errors are
present in a task that is reminiscent of finding a light switch in the dark.
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Chapter 6
Temporal information can influence spatial
localization

Published as:
Femke Maij, Eli Brenner and Jeroen B.J. Smeets (2009) ʻTemporal information can influence
spatial localizationʼ Journal of Neurophysiology, 102(1), 490-495

In order to localize objects relative to ourselves we need to combine various
sensory and motor signals. When these signals change abruptly, as information
about eye orientation does during saccades, small differences in latency
between the signals could introduce localization errors. We examine whether
independent temporal information can influence such errors. We asked
participants to follow a randomly jumping dot with their eyes and to point at
flashes that occurred near the time they made saccades. Such flashes are
mislocalized. We presented a tone at different times relative to the flash. We
found that the flash was mislocalized as if it had occurred closer in time to the
tone. This demonstrates that temporal information is taken into consideration
when combining sensory information streams for localization.

Temporal information can influence spatial localization

Introduction
We combine information from different modalities to make sense of the world.
These information sources do not necessarily have the same neuronal
latencies. The latencies can differ by tens of milliseconds (Schmolesky et al.,
1998). Yet signals that belong together must somehow be related to the same
event. It might be that all the different latencies are known and are all taken into
account. However, it has been shown that we tolerate artificial differences in
timing of up to 100 ms between signals, probably because we know we are
uncertain about the timing (Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 1996; van Mierlo,
Brenner, & Smeets, 2007).
Tolerating differences in latency will yield errors if the signals are changing
fast, as is the case during a saccade. It has been shown that under some
conditions flashes presented up to 100 ms before or after a saccade are
mislocalized (Matin & Pearce, 1965; reviewed by Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002).
If this misjudgment is (partly) due to errors in judging time of the flash relative to
the eye movement, we should be able to manipulate the errors by changing the
judged moment of the flash. To do so, we make use of the expected effect of a
tone on the flash. Tones cannot be neglected when judging the number of
flashes (Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2002). Furthermore, it has been shown
that a tone can alter the perceived time of a visual stimulus (Morein-Zamir et al.,
2003; Vroomen & de Gelder, 2004). We anticipated that people would be
unable to neglect a tone presented near the time of a flash when they are
required to localize the flash. If the tone and flash are perceived as being one
event, we expect the time of that event to be a weighted average of the times of
two components (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). Therefore, we predict that a tone will
influence the (mis)localization of a flash presented near the time of a saccade:
presenting a tone just before a flash will have the same effect as presenting the
flash earlier (at the same retinal position), and presenting a tone just after the
flash will have the same effect as presenting the flash later. This prediction will
be quantified with the help of two experiments on explicit temporal judgments
and will be tested experimentally in an experiment involving peri-saccadic
mislocalization.
Methods
The two temporal judgment experiments will be discussed in the model
prediction section. Here we describe the main peri-saccadic mislocalization
experiments.
Design and participants
We conducted the experiment in five parts in a normally illuminated room (about
500 lux measured on the table just in front of the participant). The parts only
differed in the timing of the tone. Eleven colleagues volunteered to participate in
the experiment (including one of the authors). There were four participants in
parts 1 and 3 and three in the other three parts. Some participants took part in
more than one part of the experiment. Only the author was aware of the specific
conditions. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal
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hearing. The research in this study was approved by the ethics committee of the
Faculty of Human Movement Sciences.
Experimental setup
Visual stimuli were presented on a touch screen (EloTouch CRT 19”, 1024x768
pixels, 36 x 27 cm, 85 Hz) using the Psychophysics Toolbox in MATLAB
(Brainard, 1997). The visual stimuli were viewed from a distance of 60 cm. Eye
movements were registered using an Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) at a sample frequency of 500 Hz using the
Eyelink toolbox (Cornelissen et al., 2002). Participants were asked to follow a
2
0.5° diameter jumping white dot (108 cd/m ) with their eyes. The dot was
presented at a new position every 400 ms (figure 1). It jumped in steps of 7.6°
2
across a gray screen (100 cd/m ). Each jump displaced the dot randomly in one
of eight radial directions: horizontal, vertical and diagonal, but never choosing a
direction that would bring the dot within 115 pixels (4°) of the edge of the
screen.
After a series of 3, 4 or 5 steps (determined at random with equal
probabilities) the white dot was removed from the screen. One frame later a
2
0.5° diameter black dot (7 cd/m ) was flashed (on one frame, which means that
it was actually on the screen for less than 1 ms). It was flashed at 2/3 or 4/3 of
the 7.6° displacement between the last two positions of the white dot. The flash
was thus always 2.5° visual angle from the saccade target. After the flash the
screen remained empty (gray) until the participant touched it to indicate where
they had perceived the flash. Beside the visual stimuli, we presented a tone (75
dB (A) at the position of the participant; multiple sine-waves with an amplitude
that steadily declined to zero in 25 ms) at different moments with respect to the
flash. The tone was generated by two loudspeakers that were placed on top of
the monitor.

Figure 1. Schematic spatial (A) and temporal (B) overview of a single example trial. The
white dot started near the centre of the screen and jumped consecutively in a diagonal,
leftward and upward direction. The black dot flashed at 2/3 of the white dotʼs last
displacement. The flash appeared about one saccadic reaction time after the last white
dot appeared on the screen. On this trial a tone was presented 62 ms before the flash.

Calibration
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To synchronize the eye movement recordings with the images, we measured
the moment of the flash with a photo diode and used the signal from the photo
diode to drive an IRED that blinded one of the Eyelink cameras. This was done
in a separate session and provided the information that we needed to correct for
delays between presenting the flash and measuring eye movements. The delay
between tone onset and flash was determined using an oscilloscope connected
to the above-mentioned photo diode as well as to the audio output. Tone onset
was considered as the time of the tone.
Before each session the participant was asked to calibrate the touch
screen using a standard nine-point calibration provided by EloTouch. Next, the
recording of eye movements was calibrated using the standard nine-point
calibration procedure of the Eyelink II.
Procedure
Because the mislocalization of the flash only occurs around the moment of the
saccade, we wanted to present as many as possible flashes at about that time.
We used the saccadic reaction times on previous trials to predict the saccade
onset. Dafoe et al. (2007) showed that the saccadic reaction time depends on
the saccade direction, so we considered the direction in our predictions. We
used the average saccadic reaction time on the five previous trials in which the
saccades were in the same direction as that of the trial in question for the
prediction. We used Dafoe et alʼs (2007) average reaction times for each
direction at the beginning of each session. At the predicted saccadic reaction
time the black dot was flashed on the screen for one frame at either 2/3 or 4/3
of the last displacement of the white dot. If the predicted reaction time was
shorter than the interval between the tone and the flash, the tone was presented
immediately after the saccadic target appeared and the flash was delayed
accordingly.
The participants were asked to touch the screen at the location at which
they saw the black flash. If no new white dots appeared and the participant had
not seen a black flash (for instance because he or she blinked), the participant
indicated having missed the target by touching the screen in one of the corners.
In total there were 480 trials in each session. Participants performed three or
four sessions within each part of the experiment (see table 1).
Table 1. Some experimental details. The conditions are characterized by how long after
the flash the tone was presented (in ms). * One participant performed 4 sessions.
Part
1
2
3
4
5

Number of participants
4
3
4
3
3

Number of sessions
3*
4
4
3
4

Condition
-62, 42
-62, -4, 42, no tone
-202, -152, -98, -62, -4
-62, 42, 143
-62, -46, -26, -4
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Data Analysis
We used the gaze position data of the right eye to determine the characteristics
of the saccades, and the first location at which the finger touched the screen as
the perceived position. For an eye movement to be considered to be a saccade,
its tangential velocity had to exceed 35°/s for at least two consecutive samples
(4 ms). We discarded trials in which the touched location differed by more than
200 pixels (7° visual angle) from the actual location of the flash (usually
because the participant touched one of the corners, but sometimes they
accidently touched the wrong part of the screen; for instance accidently
touching the screen with other parts of the hand instead of the planned index
finger). We also discarded trials if the direction of the last saccade deviated by
more than 22.5° from the direction of the last displacement of the white dot,
irrespective of saccade amplitude.
We only analyzed the mislocalization in the direction of the saccade: the
component of the vector between the touched location and the true location of
the flash in the direction of the last displacement of the dot. We plotted these
signed errors as a function of the different moments of the flash relative to
saccade onset (for individual trials). To draw a smooth curve through these data
(for each condition; i.e. each interval between tone onset and flash) we
averaged the errors for each participant and condition with a (moving) Gaussian
window (σ = 5 ms). The smooth curve was drawn as long as there were at
least five data points within 2σ of the peak of the Gaussian. We will refer to this
curve as the mislocalization curve. We ignored the whole condition for a
participant if there was no data for more than 5 ms at any time between 50 ms
before and 50 ms after saccade onset because this period is critical for judging
the timing of the mislocalization.
To determine whether the pattern of localization errors is shifted in time
between the different conditions (which only differed in the timing of the tone),
we looked for the shift that would produce the best, single mislocalization curve
for each participant in each part of the experiment (figure 2). We determined the
time shifts between the conditions that minimize the median squared difference
(considering both flashes at 2/3 and 4/3 of the last displacement of the white
dot) between a single mislocalization curve (for each flash location) and all the
data points for that participant in that part of the experiment (see supplementary
material for a detailed mathematical description of this method).
This method for finding the temporal shift only yields differences between
conditions. In order to align the different parts, and to relate all values to a
condition with no tone (while not all parts included a no-tone condition), we
combined the above-mentioned differences in three steps. We first aligned the
data points of the different participants within each part by minimizing the total
between-participant variability across conditions: the average value across
conditions was set to the same arbitrary value for all participants. We then
aligned the temporal shifts between parts (without shifting the relative positions
within each part) on the basis of the overall average values of the common
conditions. Finally, the average value of the no-tone condition was considered
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to be the origin (i.e. zero; see supplementary material for a detailed
mathematical description of the method).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of how the temporal shift of the mislocalization patterns
(Δ(t)) was determined. A. Hypothetical data with a clear shift in time between the
mislocalization in the two conditions (both with a flash at 2/3 and 4/3 of the last
displacement of the white dot). The black curve is the smoothed average of all data
points. B. The data points of condition 2 have been shifted in time to find the best fit (the
value of Δ(t) that minimizes the median squared deviation of the points from the black
curves for both flash locations).

Model prediction
We used a model based on the following reasoning to predict the temporal shift
that a tone will induce in the mislocalization pattern. If there is some uncertainty
about the timing of the flash, and a tone is presented near the moment of the
flash, the participant may judge the flash and the tone to have resulted from the
same event. If the interval between the flash and the tone is long, they will be
considered to arise from separate events. We describe the probability of
considering the flash and the tone to have occurred simultaneously by a normal
distribution with parameters that will be estimated later (thick line in figure 3A). If
the tone and flash are perceived to originate from the same event, the moment
of the flash can best be judged from a weighted average of the timing of the two
signals. Such weighted averaging will cause a shift in the judged moment of the
flash towards the time of the tone (figure 3B).
Our prediction for the influence of the timing of the tone on the timing of
the mislocalization of the flash (Δ(t)) is the product of the probability of
considering the flash and tone to have occurred simultaneously and the
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influence that the tone has when they are considered to occur simultaneously:
(1)
where t is the time difference between the flash and the tone, w is the weight
given to the tone when determining the time of the combined event from the
estimates of the timing of the flash and tone (slope in figure 3B), b is the offset
between the flash and the tone for which the two are most likely to be
considered synchronous, σ is the width of the distribution of times for which
flash and tone are considered to arise from the same origin, and c is the peak
likelihood of considering the tone and flash to be simultaneous (figure 3A).
Figure 3C shows our prediction for the temporal shift of the mislocalization
curves (the product of 3A and 3B).
In order to estimate reasonable values for this interpretation (and thus to
be able to draw curves in figure 3) we performed two temporal judgment
experiments. Both were performed after the main experiment. To determine the
moment of simultaneity we showed 14 participants the same displays as in the
main experiment and instructed them to follow the white dots in the same
manner, but rather than asking them to localize the flash we asked them to
report whether or not the tone and the flash occurred simultaneously. The
participants touched the screen in one of the two lower corners to indicate
whether the flash and tone occurred simultaneously or not. We fit a normal
distribution to each participantsʼ data by using psignifit version 2.5.6 (see
http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/), a software package which implements
the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill (2001). The
median values of the parameters of these fits were an amplitude (c) of 0.82, an
uncertainty (σ) of 82 ms and a peak when the tone is presented 31 ms before
the flash (b = -31; figure 3A).
To determine the weight given to the tone in the perception of the time of
the flash (slope of figure 3B) we showed 14 participants a sequence of three
black flashes (same specifications as in the main experiment) at the screen
centre. The third flash was 1200 ms after the first whereas the second was
between 400 ms and 800 ms after the first (steps of 50 ms). The participants
were asked to judge whether the first or the second interval was longer by
pressing the lower left or right corner of the touch screen. The second flash was
accompanied by a tone that was presented either 46 ms before or 42 ms after
the flash. We fit each participantʼs data for each interval between tone and flash
with a psychometric function to estimate the points of subjective equality. Again
psychometric functions were fit using psignifit. The difference between the
points of subjective equality for the two intervals between tone and flash gives
us a measure of the influence of the tone (for each participant). By dividing the
median difference between the points of subjective equality by the difference
between the times of the tones (-46 ms and 42 ms), after correcting for the
likelihood of considering the tone to arise from the same events (on the basis of
the values from the simultaneity judgment experiment at those times), we
estimated that the median weight (w) given to the tone was 0.53 (figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Model predicting the temporal shift of the mislocalization pattern as a result of
presenting a tone at various times. A. Probability of the flash and tone being considered
to arise from the same event. The thick curve is based on the median values from fits of
normal distributions to 14 participantsʼ simultaneity judgments (dots connected by thin
lines). B. The influence of the tone on the judged time of the flash if the two are
considered to arise from the same event is a weighted average of the time of the flash
and the tone. The thin lines are individual participantsʼ data and the thick line is the
median value based on 14 participantsʼ interval judgments. C. Predicted temporal shift
as function of the time (t) of the tone relative to the flash: product of the values in A and
B. Since interpreting the retinal stimulation by the flash as if it had occurred later means
that the eye orientation signal will influence earlier flashes, the sign is inverted.

Results
Eye movements
We obtained useful localization judgments from 21,227 trials. This is
70% ± 10% (mean ± standard deviation across participants) of the
approximately 30,000 trials. For 22% of the trials the judgments were ignored
because there was no detectable saccade near the moment of the flash
(including trials in which the participant blinked). In a further 3% of the trials the
deviation of the direction of the saccade differed too much (>22.5°) from the
expected saccade direction. Another 1% of the trials was discarded because
the screen was touched more than 200 pixels (7°) from the actual location of the
flash. 90% of these missed flashes had been presented at 4/3 of the last
displacement of the white dot. This occurred as frequently when the tone was
presented before as when it was presented after the flash. The last 4% of the
total number of trials was discarded because we removed the whole condition
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for a participant if there were more than 5 ms of data missing in the critical
period for judging the timing of the mislocalization (between 50 ms before and
50 ms after the saccade onset). This was so for the trials of 3 of the 4
participants when we presented a tone 202 ms before the flash in part 3.
Earlier research showed that saccadic reaction times depend on the radial
direction (Dafoe et al., 2007). We found similar results (figure 4A). Presenting
the tone before the flash means that on average it was presented before the
saccade, because on average the flash was presented at the time of the
saccade. We found no evidence that presenting a tone before the flash
decreases the saccadic reaction time (illustrated for part 2 in figure 4B; see
Table 1S of the supplementary material for the other parts) Also for various
other saccade parameters we found no dependency on the condition (see Table
1S of the supplementary material).

Figure 4. Saccadic reaction times in part 2. A. Times for target jumps in different
directions with standard errors across participants. Reaction times were largest for
downward saccades. B. Reaction times for different moments of (or absence of) the
tone. The axis on the right applies to both panels A and B.

Mislocalization
From the upper panel of figure 5 we can see that participants make systematic
errors when targets are presented near the time of saccade onset (the left edge
of the gray bar), and that the timing of these errors depends on when the tone
was presented. The mislocalization curve is shifted to the right in the condition
in which the tone was presented 62 ms before the flash (green) compared to
when it was presented 42 ms after the flash (red). A rightward shift indicates
that flashes presented at a certain time were perceived as if they were
presented earlier. This is consistent with participants perceiving the flash at an
earlier moment if it was preceded by a tone than if it was followed by a tone.
In order to see whether the differences between the conditions were really
pure time shifts we calculated the residual variability with respect to that single
mislocalization curve for each condition. These residuals were then smoothed
with a (moving) Gaussian window (σ = 5 ms). The fact that the curves in the
lower panels of figure 5 are flat and similar for both conditions shows that
shifting the data in time captures most of the variability between the conditions.
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Figure 5. Pattern of mislocalization in part 1. Data for targets flashed at 2/3 (left panels)
and 4/3 (right panels) of the last displacement of the white dot. The gray bar indicates
the average duration of the saccade (aligned at onset). Upper panels: green and red
dots show one participantsʼ errors for individual flashes when the tone was presented 62
ms before the flash and 42 ms after the flash, respectively. The thick lines are smoothed
averages of the dots of the same color. Curves for the other participants (thin lines) are
shown without the raw data. The horizontal continuous line indicates the position of the
flash (no mislocalization). The dashed line indicates the position of the saccade target.
Lower panels: mislocalization that cannot be accounted for by shifting a single
mislocalization curve in time (to obtain Δ(t)). The curves show the difference between the
mislocalization curves of the upper panel and shifted best fitting single average curves
for each participant.

In figure 6 we show the mislocalization curves (before any time shifts) for
each condition of the other parts (see Table 1). We noticed that some
participants showed peculiar patterns of mislocalization. For example the
participant in part 2 whose data are shown in figure 6A shows an overall
systematic error that is independent of the timing for flashes presented at 4/3 of
the last displacement of the white dot. Dassonville et al. (1992) attributed similar
results to misjudged retinal eccentricity (evidence for misjudged eccentricity can
be found in studies such as Müsseler, van der Heijden, Mahmud, Deubel, &
Ertsey, 1999). Importantly, in our study participants that showed unusual
patterns of mislocalization showed a similar temporal shift as the others, so
such participantsʼ behavior need not be considered separately. One other
aspect that is worth mentioning is that the mislocalization was similar for the
eight radial directions that we used (not shown), which is in line with earlier
reports (Honda, 1991). There is no overall bias towards mislocalizing targets in
a specific direction in space, such as the location of the loudspeakers (also not
shown).
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Temporal shift
The data in figure 6 are typical examples, showing only one participant per part.
The best fitting shift values for each participant in each condition are shown in
figure 7. How the data of the different participants and parts are aligned is
explained in the data analysis section of the methods (and in the supplementary
material). The temporal shift was about 20 ms when the tone was presented
62 ms before the flash and about 5 ms when the tone was presented 42 ms
after the flash. The dashed line in figure 7 shows the model prediction with the
parameters from the two temporal judgment experiments. This prediction
overestimates the effect of the tone.

Figure 6. Mislocalization curves in part 2 (A), part 3 (B), part 4 (C) and part 5 (D). Data
of a different participant are presented for each part. See figure 5 for other details.

The solid line in figure 7 shows a fit of our model (equation 1) to the data
(solid line in figure 7). The following parameters fit our data best: c⋅w = 0.28, b =
-51 ms and σ = 65 ms. Based on the value of c from the simultaneity judgments
2
of 0.82, the weight w given to the tone is about 0.34. A χ -test (Press, Flannery,
Teukolsky, & Vetterling, 1992) indicates, that the data do not deviate
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significantly from this model (χ (54) = 62.22, p > .05). A similar test indicates
2
that we can reject a model whereby the tone has no effect (χ (57) = 303.78,
p < .001; i.e. the data do deviate significantly from zero). The data is also
significantly different from the model prediction with the parameters from the
2
two temporal judgment experiments (χ (54) = 149.10, p<0.001).

Figure 7. Temporal shift of the mislocalization curve as a function of the interval
between tone onset and flash. Each symbol represents the best shift for one participant
in one condition of a part of the experiment (considering both flashes at 2/3 and 4/3 of
the last displacement of the white dot). Different symbols represent different parts. The
dashed purple line represents the model of equation 1 with parameter values that
werepredicted from the two temporal judgment experiments (reproduced from figure 3C).
The purple solid line represents the best fit of equation 1 to the data.

Discussion and conclusion
In this study we examined whether the presence of an irrelevant tone near the
time of a flash influences the location at which the flash is perceived. We
presented the tone at different moments with respect to the flash and found a
temporal shift of the mislocalization as a result of doing so. This temporal shift
was largest when the tone was presented 40-100 ms before the flash, and
negligible when the tone was presented more than 150 ms after the flash or
more than 200 ms before the flash. When it had an effect, presenting a tone
influenced the perceived location of the flash in the way that presenting the
flash nearer to the time of the tone would have done. We interpret this as
evidence that the tone changes the perceived time of the flash. Note that this
happened although participants were not instructed to pay attention to the tone,
so we can consider the tone to be task irrelevant. In this respect our study
differs from a study by Binda et al. (2007) where tones were presented at
different positions and the position of the tone was relevant for the task.
We presented the flash at two different locations: at 2/3 and 4/3 of the
distance between the last displacements of the white dot. Having different
locations revealed that the mislocalization was mainly in the direction of the
saccade target. Some other studies have reported such compression of the
locations of flashed targets (Ross et al., 1997), while others did not find such
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compression (Dassonville et al., 1992). This compression is still not fully
understood. The compression is not found when the experiment is performed in
the dark (Dassonville et al., 1992), the critical issue being whether there are
visual references after the saccade (Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone, Ma-Wyatt et
al., 2005), but even studies performed in a dimly lit room do not always show
this compression (Brenner et al., 2005). The compression has been related to
saccadic speed, because it is negligible for saccades that are smaller than 5°
(Ostendorf et al., 2007), or to changing receptive field size and location
(Hamker, Zirnsak, Calow, & Lappe, 2008). Compression has also been related
to temporal uncertainty (Brenner, van Beers, Rotman, & Smeets, 2006). Our
results support the latter interpretation by showing that there is indeed
uncertainty about the time of the flash. We here show that the compression
does not only occur for isolated saccades made repeatedly to the same position
(e.g. Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone, Ross et al., 2005), but also during continuous
scanning behavior, with frequent saccades in unpredictable directions.
Our main results are nicely summarized by equation 1. When we compare
the estimates of w, b and σ from the two temporal judgment experiments
described in de model section (w⋅c = 0.43, b = -31 ms, σ = 82 ms) with the
results of the fit to the main experiment (w⋅c = 0.28, b = -51 ms, σ = 65 ms) we
find that the values are similar but not identical. We are not concerned by these
differences because the variability of the temporal judgment tasks across
participants is large (thin lines in figure 3). Moreover, it has been shown that the
precise values of parameters for temporal precision depend strongly on the
methods used (Vatakis, Navarra, Soto-Faraco, & Spence, 2008), and our two
temporal judgment tasks are not completely comparable to the main
experiment. For instance, in the main experiment we did not instruct the
participants to pay attention to the tone, whereas in the simultaneity judgment
task (which was therefore performed later) we obviously did. Similarly, in the
main experiment the flashes were presented at unpredictable locations on the
screen. Whereas in the experiment in which a sequence of three flashes was
presented the flashes were always presented at the centre of the screen.
Moreover, in the main experiment the participant was making saccades to
follow the randomly moving dot, whereas in the three-flash experiment the
participant was probably fixating the screen centre.
To conclude, we show that introducing an irrelevant tone at different
moments with respect to the time of a flash shifts the pattern of mislocalization
of flashes presented near the time of saccades. We show that a model based
on weighted averaging of the judged times of the flash and the tone, and which
considers the probability of the two being perceived as arising from one event,
provides a good description of the data. We therefore conclude that temporal
information is taken into consideration when combining spatial information from
different sensory streams for localization.
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Supplementary material
S1. Saccade parameters
The main experiment consisted of five parts, with three or four participants for
each part. In order to determine whether the saccades were influenced by the
tones, we determined the median saccade duration, peak velocity, latency and
amplitude for each participant, part and condition. The values in table 1S are
averages of these median values across participants (mean ± standard error).
None of the parameters showed any dependency on the timing of the tone. We
identified saccades by the tangential velocity exceeding 35°/s. Note that
saccade latency differences between conditions within a part are smaller than
between the same condition in different parts and much smaller than those
between directions (shown for part 2 in figure 4 of the main article).
Condition

part

Number of
participants

1

No tone

-202 ms

-152 ms

-98 ms

3

3

1

4

4

4

4

4

3
32±3
33±3
32

33±2

33±3

347

355±24

353±24

31±1

351±29

373±25

1

3

188

181±7

184±9

363±20

371±18

185±11

184±9

178±4
184±15

1

177±12
187±10

5

6.3

6.7±0.4

6.7±0.3

183±17

6.9±0.3
6.2±0.4

6.7±0.3

6.7±0.3

6.3±0.9

5

6.8±0.4

174±4

180±16

6.2±0.3

4

182±13

178±1
182±14

6.9±0.3
6.2±0.3

357±40

369±23

187±8

4

329±14

350±35

179±13
186±12

6

366±49

350±27

5

32±2

31±1

331±17

359±45

33±2

33±2
31±1

329±12

4

3

33±4

370±52
327±14

3

3

34±2

31±1

2

3

33±3
31±1

2

3

33±1

5

2

143 ms

3

3

33±2

4

1

42 ms
4

3

1

3

Saccade
amplitude (°)

-4 ms

3

3

Saccade
latency (ms)

-26 ms

3

5

2

Saccade
peak velocity
(°/s)

-46 ms

4
2

Saccade
duration (ms)

-62 ms

6.2±0.4

6.3±0.6
6.7±0.4

6.8±0.3

6.5±0.6

6.7±0.5

Table 1S. Saccade parameters for each part and condition.
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S2. Temporal shift
To determine whether the pattern of
x
= indicated position
k
= trial number
localization errors is shifted in time
f
= flash location
between the different conditions
i
= condition number
(which only differed in the timing of
iʼ
= common conditions
o
= participant (observer)
the tone), we determined the
p
= part
temporal shifts for each of the
tf
= time of flash relative to saccade onset
t
= time of tone relative to time of flash
conditions that would produce the
Δiop = single temporal shift
smallest deviations around a single
Δ
= set of temporal shifts
mislocalization curve for each
µ
= median across all trials k
= mislocalization curve
M
session and flash location. We did
= number of participants per part
m
this by minimizing the median
= number of conditions per part
n
= number of common conditions with part 2
squared difference between all
nʼ
SS = sum of squares of the difference
(shifted) data points (considering
between the data points and
both flashes at 2/3 and 4/3 of the
mislocalization curve
last displacement of the white dot)
and a single mislocalization curve (a curve through all the shifted data points
that was created by smoothing the data by averaging the values with weights
defined by a moving Gaussian window). We used the median rather than the
mean because it is less sensitive to outliers. For each participant in each part:
(k)
1/2

2

n

((

(

Δ)
(k)
SSop ( Δ ) = ∑ ∑ µ1/2
M (fop
′
(tf ) − xkiop tf + Δ iop
f =1 i=1

where
is shifted by

)) )
2

(s1)

is the indicated position on trial k attributed to a time that
and

is the value of the smooth mislocalization curve

that takes into account all the temporal shifts in the part. The best fitting
temporal shift was determined simultaneously for both flash locations (2/3 and
4/3 of the last displacement of the white dot), but obviously with a different
mislocalization curve for each flash location. Adding the same time to all values
of Δ does not influence the value of
. The -62 ms conditions was
present in all parts so we considered it as a baseline (
), but this
choice is arbitrarily and does not influence the final values. In Table 2S we show
the values of the temporal shift relative to the -62 ms condition for each
condition, participant and part (
). In the next section we describe how we
align the temporal shifts to the no tone condition.
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Table 2S. The temporal shifts as determined by the best fit of the data points to a
mislocalization curve (see equation 1) for each part and participant. These values are
then aligned across participants and parts (see equations 2 to 4) to obtain the values
shown in figure 7 (the change in sign is because having to shift the data points in a
certain direction implies that the tone shifted them in the opposite direction).
Part.Participant

No tone

-202 ms

-152 ms

-98 ms

-62 ms

-46 ms

-26 ms

-4 ms

42 ms

1.1

0

24

1.2

0

29

1.3

0

26

1.4

0

28

2.1

18

0

12

24

2.2

25

0

32

34

2.3

16

0

-5

18

16

3.1

26

143 ms

7

6

0

3.2

10

1

0

9

3.3

-1

5

0

18

3.4

-1

-7

0

8

4.1

0

7

18

4.2

0

-1

13

4.3

0

11

3

5.1

0

5.2
5.3

-11

0

-4

0

3

23

13

0

10

8

6

6

0
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S3. Aligning the temporal shifts
The method for finding temporal shifts that is described in section S2 only yields
differences between conditions within a part. In order to align the different parts,
and to relate all the values to the condition with no tone (while not all parts
included a no-tone condition), we combined the above-mentioned differences in
three steps. We first aligned the shifts of the different participants within each
part by minimizing the total between-participant variability across conditions.
This was achieved by subtracting the same time from all of each participantʼs
temporal shifts, so that rather than the value for the -62 condition being zero,
the average value across all conditions (for every participant in each part) was
zero:
(s2)
We then aligned the temporal shifts between parts (without shifting any of the
relative positions within each part) on the basis of the overall average values
across participants of the common conditions of each part with part 2.
(s3)
Finally, we subtracted the average value of the no-tone condition (i = 1 and
p = 2) from all temporal shifts so that the average value for the no-tone
condition is zero.
(s4)
The values of

are shown in figure 7 of the main article for each part

(p; each part is represented by a different symbol), condition (t; the position on
the ordinate) and participant (o).
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Chapter 7
Temporal uncertainty separates flashes from their
background during saccades

Published as:
Femke Maij, Eli Brenner and Jeroen B.J. Smeets (2011) ʻTemporal uncertainty separates
flashes from their background during saccadesʼ Journal of Neuroscience, 31(10), 3709-3711

It is known that spatial localization of flashed objects fails around the time of
rapid eye movements (saccades). This mislocalization is often interpreted in
terms of a combination of shifts and deformations of the brainʼs representation
of space to account for the eye movement. Such temporary remapping of
positions in space should affect all elements in a scene, leaving ordinal
relationships between positions intact. We performed an experiment in which
we presented flashes on a background with red and green regions to human
subjects. We found that flashes that were presented on the green part of the
background around the time of a saccade were readily reported to have been
presented on the red part of the background and vice versa. This is inconsistent
with the notion of a temporary shift and deformation of perceived space. To
explain our results, we present a model that illustrates how temporal uncertainty
could give rise to the observed spatial mislocalization. The model combines
uncertainty about the time of the flash with a bias to localize targets where one
is looking. It reproduced the pattern of mislocalization very accurately, showing
that peri-saccadic mislocalization can best be explained in terms of temporal
uncertainty about the moment of the flash.
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Introduction
When people shift their gaze, retinal information needs to be remapped using
extra-retinal information about eye orientation in order to maintain a stable
representation of objectsʼ locations. If the eye orientation changes rapidly, as it
does during saccades, small time differences between the retinal and extraretinal signals will lead to transient errors in the mapping. This does not
necessarily cause any problems in judging the objectsʼ locations, because most
objects remain visible well before and after the saccade. However, for briefly
presented objects near the time of a saccade, even a small time difference,
such as could arise from low-pass characteristics of retinal (Pola, 2004) or
extra-retinal (Dassonville et al., 1992; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002) signals,
could give rise to the systematic shift of apparent positions that has often been
reported (Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Dassonville et al., 1992; Honda, 1991;
Mateeff, 1978; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002). Apart from
overall shifts, a compression of apparent positions toward the saccade target
has also been found (Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone et al., 1997; Ross et al.,
1997). It is not directly evident how timing errors could account for this
compression just before and during saccades. The deformation of the pattern of
apparent positions may tell us something about the brainʼs remapping of visual
space (Lappe et al., 2006; Ross et al., 1997).
The fact that the shape (Lappe et al., 2006), color (Lappe et al., 2006),
and size (Matsumiya & Uchikawa, 2001) of an object and the separation
between objects (Reeve, Clark, & O'Regan, 2008) flashed near the time of
saccades is perceived veridically, suggests that the effects are specific to
localization. Temporarily shifting and compressing a representation of positions
in space should displace background elements as well as flashed objects (Ross
et al., 1997), leaving ordinal relative positions intact. However, Lappe and
colleagues (2006) mention that objects presented just before saccades can be
perceived to be on a different background element than the one on which they
were flashed. If so, then the ordinal positions do change, and the errors cannot
be attributed to an overall compression of perceived positions. To investigate
this systematically, we explicitly asked subjects to indicate the color of the
background onto which a white bar was flashed (figure 1A).
Methods and Materials
Six subjects (one male and five females; including one of the authors) sat in a
normally illuminated room in front of a touch screen (EloTouch CRT 19”, 85 Hz,
1024 x 768 pixels, 36 x 27 cm, 40° x 30° of visual angle). Eye movements were
recorded using an Eyelink II (SR Research Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada;
standard nine-point calibration procedure) at a sample frequency of 500 Hz.
The orientation of the right eye was used to identify saccades (speed threshold
of 35°/s).
Subjects followed a 0.5° diameter jumping black dot with their eyes. The
dot made three to six 12° jumps in various directions (one every 400 ms) before
making a last 12° horizontal jump, either to the right or to the left. At a variable
time after the last jump a 0.5° x 12.3° vertical white bar was flashed for one
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frame at one of 3 different locations: -2.4°, 2.4°, or 15.6° from where the
saccade (should have) started (figure 1). The background was red or green
(isoluminance determined individually by flicker photometry before the
experiment) with a 14.4° wide vertical band of the other color (from the saccade
start location to a position 2.4° beyond the saccade target). In one session,
subjects indicated the color of the background of the flash by pressing the ʻrʼ- or
ʻgʼ-key (484 trials). In another four sessions (600 trials each) they localized the
flash by touching the screen at the perceived flash location. In these four
sessions there were 150 trials with red-green backgrounds (the other 450
contained other conditions that were not analyzed; the trials were presented in
random order). As in previous studies (Maij et al., 2010), we excluded trials from
further analysis if either the saccade or the touched location were clearly
inappropriate.

Figure 1. Overview of the task and representative results. A. The subject was instructed
to follow a jumping black dot with his eyes. A variable time after the dot jumped
horizontally a vertical bar was flashed for one frame. The flash was presented at one of
three possible locations. Subjects were either asked to indicate on which background
color they had perceived the flash or to indicate the location of the flash by touching that
location. B. The number of flashes for which a representative subject named the correct
(green) or wrong (red) background color for flashes at -2.4°, as a function of the time of
the flash (relative to saccade onset). Gray area: average saccade duration. C. The
indicated location of the flash, for the same subject. The smooth curves through the dots
are averages based on a moving Gaussian window (σ = 7 ms). Black curve: eye
orientation on a representative trial. Dotted lines: the three flash positions. Horizontal
dashed lines: location of start and target for the saccade.

Results
Subjects regularly reported the ʻwrongʼ background color (figure 1B). All six
subjects reported the ʻwrongʼ background color for some flashes at -2.4°, and
five subjects did so for some flashes at 15.6°. The number of reports of a
ʻwrongʼ background color depended on the timing of the flash relative to the
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saccade and on where the bar was flashed (figure 2A). The pattern of errors in
judging the background color was consistent with the pattern of mislocalization
that we found when subjects were asked to touch the screen where they had
seen the flash (figure 1C). All six subjects localized some flashes at -2.4° and
15.6° on the ʻwrongʼ background color. The fraction of trials in which the
mislocalization was so large that the flash was localized on a differently colored
background (figure 2B) corresponds with the number of trials in which the color
of the background was misreported (figure 2A).

Figure 2. Fraction of trials in which the subjects perceived the flash on a differently
colored part of the background. A. Fraction of trials in which subjects named the color of
the background incorrectly. Transparent bands: standard error of the mean (across
subjects). Gray area: average saccade duration. Stars indicate times at which the
fractions are significantly larger than zero (across subjects; p<0.05). B. Fraction of trials
in which subjects localized the flash at a position with the wrong background color.

Discussion
The pattern of mislocalization shows a similar compression of visual space
around the moment of the saccade as has been reported before (Lappe et al.,
2000; Morrone et al., 1997; Ross et al., 1997). The reported color of the
background confirms the findings of Lappe and colleagues (2006) and expands
the evidence to flashes presented during saccades. The errors in reporting the
background color imply that the background color is not judged within a scene
that is temporarily deformed in accordance with the mislocalization of objects
flashed during the saccade (as suggested by Ross et al., 1997). This could
mean that the background is not deformed, but it is also possible that only the
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location of the flash is judged during the saccade, and that the color of the
background at the perceived flash location is determined after the saccade. The
latter explanation allows temporary deformations of the background during the
saccade, but does not require it. In combination with evidence that shapes
(Matsumiya & Uchikawa, 2001) and separations (Reeve et al., 2008) are
perceived correctly for targets flashed during saccades, a parsimonious account
of the findings is that temporal errors when combining information about the
flashʼs retinal location with information about eye orientation are responsible for
the observed peri-saccadic mislocalization of flashed objects. We explain how
in the following section. Such a temporal explanation is also in line with our
finding that temporal information can change peri-saccadic mislocalization (Maij
et al., 2009).
Model interpretation
It has been suggested that a combination of temporal uncertainty and a bias
toward believing that one is looking at what one sees are at the basis of various
localization errors, including ones related to eye-movements (Brenner et al.,
2006). When uncertain, peopleʼs judgments are influenced by prior
expectations. There is usually a strong correlation between where one is
looking and where one sees things, so when one is uncertain about the position
of a flash there will be a bias towards perceiving it where one was looking at the
time of the flash (Brenner, Mamassian, & Smeets, 2008). We here present a
simple model that combines temporal uncertainty with a foveal bias to explain
the mislocalization pattern.
The model combines a normally distributed temporal uncertainty about the
time of the flash (pink area in figure 3A) with a saccadic eye movement
(saccade modeled as a minimum jerk movement [Flash & Hogan, 1985] of 11
degrees in 50 ms; black curve in figure 3A) to obtain a likelihood for the
orientation of the eye (orange area on the left of figure 3A). The average of this
likelihood corresponds to the mislocalization due to temporal uncertainty alone
(figure 3B). The pattern of the predicted locations depends on the time of the
flash in a very similar manner to the experimentally obtained pattern of
mislocalization when flashes are presented near the time of saccades in the
dark: a time-dependent shift of the apparent positions of the flashes that is
independent of their spatial locations (e.g. Honda, 1991). This influence of
temporal uncertainty is equivalent to the proposed shift of apparent positions as
a result of low-pass characteristics of retinal (Pola, 2004) or extra-retinal
(Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 2002) signals. It is also consistent with temporarily shifts
in neuronal responses in various brain areas near the time of saccades (Colby,
Duhamel, & Goldberg, 1996; Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1992; Umeno &
Goldberg, 1997; Walker, Fitzgibbon, & Goldberg, 1995). Since the localization
errors arise from misjudging the eye orientation, the same mislocalization is
predicted for targets at all positions. In the next paragraph we will show that if
one considers the bias towards the direction of gaze at the time of the flash (as
mentioned above), the model will predict deviations of the mislocalization
patterns from uniform shifts.
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Figure 3. A simple model that can account for the mislocalization pattern. A. Combining
a normally distributed temporal uncertainty (illustrated in pink for two moments of the
flash; σt = 15 ms; µt = 10 ms in top panel and µt = 30 ms in bottom panel) with the eye
orientation, gives the likelihood distribution of eye orientations shown on the left (orange
distributions). Note that the mean values of the likelihoods (arrows at 2.9° and 6.6°) do
not correspond with the orientations of the eye (blue dots at 1.1° and 7.5°). B. Combining
these likelihood distributions with the retinal stimulation gives likelihood distributions for
the position of the flash in space for each moment of time. The means of the likelihood
distributions for our three flash locations (curves) look similar to the mislocalization
curves that are found when one performs these kinds of experiments in the dark. C. The
mislocalization curves are different if the likelihood distribution for the position of the
flash in space is combined with a foveal bias (σs = 5°), centered where an efferent eye
signal that precedes the actual eye movement by 20 ms indicates that the eye is looking.
Note the resemblance with figure 1C.

Our model does not include any explicit spatial uncertainty. However, the
width of the above-mentioned likelihood of the eye orientation (orange area in
figure 3A) indicates the uncertainty about the orientation of the eye. Assuming
that the uncertainty about the retinal location of the flash is negligible, the
uncertainty about the orientation of the eye is equivalent to the spatial
uncertainty about the flash. In order to take the foveal bias into account, we
multiply the distribution of possible flash locations with a normally distributed
foveal bias centered on the position towards which gaze is directed just after the
flash. The mean of the resulting distribution is the outcome of the model. If we
determine this for each moment for each of the three flash locations, we obtain
mislocalization curves (figure 3C) that are similar to the experimentally obtained
ones shown in figure 1C.
General discussion
One important experimental finding about peri-saccadic mislocalization is that
localization errors are independent of the (retinal) location of the flash when
experiments are conducted in complete darkness, whereas the errors depend
systematically on the location of the flash when visual references are available
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after the saccade (Lappe et al., 2000). More recently, it has been shown that
there is a gradual transition, with performance depending on the stimulus
luminance (Georg et al., 2008) and contrast (Michels & Lappe, 2004). Our
model can account for this transition through the weight given to the foveal bias.
For little spatial uncertainty, the bias gets little weight, so the pattern looks like a
uniform shift (figure 3B). In situations of high uncertainty, the bias will get more
weight, resulting in a compression of the perceived locations toward the
saccade target (figure 3C). It is quite conceivable that a background shifting
across the retina after the flash (when experiments are not conducted in
complete darkness) increases the uncertainty. This increase in uncertainty will
be higher for a high-contrast background, leading to the increase in
compression that has been reported (Michels and Lappe, 2004). Reducing the
luminance to near-threshold values is also likely to increase uncertainty, and will
according to our model thus lead to more compression, which indeed has been
found (Georg et al., 2008).
We are not the first to model the effects of eye movements on localization
of flashed stimuli. The uniform shift has been modeled by Pola (2004) based on
retinal signal persistence and by Dassonville et al. (1992) using a damped
representation of the eye movement signals. Other models only focus on the
peri-saccadic compression. Ross et al. (1997) modeled the compression using
a complex exponential. Richard et al. (2009) modeled deformations on the basis
of nonlinearities in brain representations. Niemeier et al. (2003) have argued
that using the saccade target as a prior for the flash location results in optimal
trans-saccadic integration. Their model is quite similar to ours in some ways,
but their model is not directly applicable to the compression during saccades.
Hamker et al. (2008) have a rather different modeling approach. They use
neuronally inspired simulations with many parameters to link peri-saccadic
mislocalization to attentional phenomena. Our model differs from the latter
models (Hamker et al., 2008; Niemeier et al., 2003) in that the bias is towards
fixation rather than towards the saccade target. It differs from all others in being
able to account for uniform shifts as well as compression.
Objects are only mislocalized near the time of saccades if they cannot be
localized reliably well before or after the saccade. For such objects one has to
combine signals at a time at which doing so is sensitive to temporal uncertainty.
We show that the errors that one observes under such conditions can be
accounted for by temporal uncertainty combined with a foveal bias. Thus eyemovement related errors probably tell us more about timing in vision and oculomotor control than about special mechanisms for achieving visual stability.
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Chapter 8
Temporal uncertainty explains peri-saccadic
mislocalization; a Bayesian model

In preparation:
Femke Maij, Eli Brenner, Robert J. van Beers and Jeroen B.J. Smeets ʻTemporal uncertainty
explains peri-saccadic mislocalization; a Bayesian modelʼ

Previous research has shown that people systematically misjudge the location
of objects flashed near the time of fast eye movements (saccades). The
mislocalization pattern is found to depend on the specific conditions, for
instance whether the experiment is performed in the dark or with visual
references. Here, we show that a simple Bayesian model describes the
mislocalization patterns. We combine a temporal uncertainty about the time of
the flash with a foveal bias to believe that the flash occurred near where one is
looking. By changing the parameters of the foveal bias and the temporal
uncertainty, we can reproduce the localization patterns that are found under a
wide variety of conditions. The model also reproduces the different localization
patterns that are found in the literature for different saccade amplitudes.

Temporal uncertainty explains peri-saccadic mislocalization; a Bayesian model

Introduction
Signals originating from a single event, such as the auditory, visual and tactile
signals that arise from clapping your hands, take different times to reach the
brain. These signals arrive with different delays in different brain areas where
they are processed separately before being combined into a single perceived
event. The brain is fairly good at dealing with the different delays when
combining such signals, but there are conditions in which it makes systematic
mistakes. One example is that visual objects that are flashed near the time of a
saccade are often systematically mislocalized (Bischof & Kramer, 1968; Honda,
1990; Lappe et al., 2000; Maij et al., 2009; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Morrone et
al., 1997; O'Regan, 1984; Ross et al., 1997). In order to correctly localize
flashes that are presented around the time of a saccade, the signal arising from
the image of the flash on the retina has to be combined with a signal related to
the orientation of the eye at the time of the flash with a high temporal accuracy.
Despite the large amount of research on mislocalizing flashes near the
time of saccades we still do not fully understand why these localization errors
occur. The phenomenon was discovered in experiments performed in the dark.
The errors that were found could be summarized as a shift in the perceived
locations of flashes that was related to the time of the flashes relative to the
saccade (Honda, 1990, 1991; Matin et al., 1970; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Schlag
& Schlag-Rey, 2002). The retinal location of the flash made little difference, for
an example see figure 1A. However, when experiments were later performed in
the presence of visual references a spatial compression of the apparent
locations of the flashes toward the saccade target was found (Awater, Burr,
Goldberg, Lappe, & Morrone, 2001; Lappe et al., 2000; Maij et al., 2009;
Morrone et al., 1997; Ross et al., 1997), for examples see figure 1B. The
presence of visual references is certainly not the only factor that influences perisaccadic mislocalization. For instance, stimulus luminance (Georg et al., 2008),
stimulus contrast (Michels & Lappe, 2004), saccade amplitude (Lavergne et al.,
2010), saccade speed (Ostendorf et al., 2007), and independent additional
temporal information about the time of the flash (Maij et al., 2009) all influence
the precise pattern that also differs to some extent between individuals. All
these findings make it hard to understand the origin of the mislocalization.
A transient shift of the perceived locations of the flashes in the direction of
the saccade near the time of the saccade (as shown in figure 1A) could be
explained by temporal low-pass filtering of the retinal (Pola, 2004) or the extraretinal (Dassonville et al., 1992) signal, or by temporal uncertainty about the
time of the flash relative to the saccade (Maij et al., 2009). However, the
compression towards the saccade target (as shown in figure 1B) cannot be
explained by temporal factors alone.
The peri-saccadic compression has been attributed to a remapping of
receptive fields (Ross et al., 2001) or to shifts in spatial attention towards the
saccade target (Hamker, 2005; Hamker et al., 2008), but such proposals do not
explain why different patterns are found in different experimental settings. It has
been proposed that a briefly presented flash is most likely perceived near the
location towards which oneʼs eyes are oriented at the time of the flash (Brenner
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et al., 2008; Brenner et al., 2006). This theory reasons that people are more
likely to perceive things if their eyes are directed towards them, so if they saw
them they were probably near where they were looking. Recently, we have
shown that a combination of temporal uncertainty and a tendency to believe that
flashes occurred where one was looking can reproduce the apparent positions
of the flash in one particular study (Maij et al., 2011b).

Figure 1. Localization for each time of the flash relative to saccade onset in two studies
with different experimental settings: Honda (Honda, 1991) conducted his study in
complete darkness (A) whereas Maij et al. (Maij et al., 2011a) provided visual references
(B). The studies also used slightly different flash locations and saccade amplitudes.
Each color represents a flash location (dashed horizontal lines). Dots represent the
indicated positions on single trials. The colored curves through the data points are
smoothed Gaussian averages of the data. The black line is a minimum jerk movement
simulating the eye position (Flash & Hogan, 1985). The pattern of errors near the time of
the saccade is quite different in the two studies.

In this paper, we show that a Bayesian model based on normally
distributed temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash (with standard
deviation σt) and a bias towards where one is looking (modeled as a normally
distributed foveal prior with standard deviation σs) can explain observed
localization patterns. By changing the parameters of the model depending on
the specific experimental conditions, this model reproduces the different
localization patterns found under different conditions. We present a graphical
description of the model to introduce the results. A mathematical description is
presented in the methods section.
Results
Model
The normally distributed temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash relative
to the saccade (orange area in figure 2A) is combined with the saccadic eye
movement (black curve in figure 2A; saccade modeled as a minimum jerk
movement (Flash & Hogan, 1985)) to obtain a likelihood for the orientation of
the eye at the time of the flash (red area on the left of figure 2A). This likelihood
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is shifted by an amount that equals the retinal position of the flash to provide a
likelihood for the spatial location of the flash (transparent red curve in figure 2B).
The resulting likelihood for possible flash locations is then multiplied by a
normally distributed foveal prior (blue distribution) centered on the position
towards which gaze is directed 70 ms after the flash (figure 2B). The mean of
the distribution (purple distribution; figure 2C) that arises from this multiplication
gives the prediction for the (mean) localization.

Figure 2A. Combining a normally distributed temporal uncertainty about the time of the
flash (σt = 30 ms; illustrated in orange for a flash 15 ms after saccade onset) with the
saccade itself (modeled as a minimum jerk movement of 20° in 77 ms; black curve),
gives a likelihood distribution of eye orientation at the time of the flash (red distribution,
with corresponding axis at the top of the graph). B. If the uncertainty about the retinal
position of the flash is negligible, the likelihood distribution for the position of the flash in
space will simply be a shifted version of the likelihood distribution for the eye orientation
(red transparent curve for target at 10°). This likelihood distribution is combined with a
normally distributed foveal prior (blue distribution; σs = 5°) centered where an efferent
eye signal that precedes the actual eye movement by d = 70 ms indicates that the eye is
looking. C. Multiplication of the likelihood and the foveal prior results in the posterior
(purple distribution). The mean of the posterior is taken as the perceived position for that
flash.

Model predictions were determined for two flash locations (figure 3).
Changing the saccade amplitude, the temporal uncertainty or the foveal prior all
changed the mislocalization pattern considerably. In figure 3A we see a
predicted localization pattern for a 20° saccade, a foveal prior with a standard
deviation of 5°, a temporal uncertainty with a standard deviation of 30 ms and a
time difference between the corollary discharge and the actual eye movement of
70 ms (so that the eyes are considered to have moved before they actually did
so). Note the compression towards the saccade target. For a smaller temporal
uncertainty (5 ms), the errors are smaller (figure 3B). For a smaller bias towards
where one is looking (foveal prior with a standard deviation of 40°), the
compression disappears so that only a transient shift of the predicted location of
the flashes remains (figure 3C). For a smaller saccade amplitude (5°) the errors
are also smaller and the compression of the errors toward the saccade target
becomes negligible (figure 3D). Note that this pattern resembles the transient
shift as in figure 1A. When we set the value of the delay of the corollary
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discharge (d) to 0 ms the mislocalization pattern at the 50% flash location does
not look similar to any mislocalization pattern found in the literature (figure 3E).
The difference between experiments in measured localization errors
(shown in figure 1 for single subjects in the studies of Honda (1991), and Maij
and colleagues (Maij et al., 2011a)) can be reproduced by changing the
temporal uncertainty and foveal bias. We neglected spatial uncertainty in our
model, but this will definitely play a role in some experiments. For our model, a
high spatial uncertainty would have the consequence that the effect of the prior
would be larger. We can approximate this effect in the model by reducing the
width of the prior.
Figure 3A shows the spatial compression that is also apparent in figure 1B,
which resembles results for experiments performed in the light (Lappe et al.,
2000; Maij et al., 2011a; Ross et al., 1997). When experiments are conducted in
the dark, the flashʼs contrast is high and there are fewer distractions, which we
propose will lead to a reduction of uncertainty (modeled as a wide prior). As a
result, there will hardly be compression (figure 3C), in agreement with
observations (figure 1A).

Figure 3. Predicted apparent positions of flashes presented at 50% (blue) and 150%
(red) of the saccade length. The widths of the temporal uncertainty (σt) and the spatial
prior (σs), the saccade amplitude (A) and the delay (d) are given in each panel. Panels
B-E each differ from panel A in one value.
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If we summarize the changes to the mislocalization curves shown in figure 3 by
a single value, we can plot how this value changes with each of the parameters.
In figure 4 we do so for the peak compression and shift (see caption for
definitions). Increasing the width of the foveal prior (decreasing the bias)
decreases the amount of compression. Increasing the width of the temporal
uncertainty increases the compression. Increasing the saccade amplitude
increases the compression. Increasing the delay of the corollary discharge does
not change the compression at all (figure 4A). The value for the shift increases
with the temporal uncertainty, but does not change as much as the compression
when the other parameters are changed (figure 4B).

Figure 4. Dependence of mislocalization on four parameters (standard deviation of
temporal uncertainty, standard deviation of foveal prior, saccade amplitude and delay).
Compression (A) is defined as one minus the value obtained when the smallest distance
between the localization curves is divided by the distance between the targets. Shift (B)
is defined as the peak in the mean of the two localization curves divided by the saccade
amplitude.

Compression and shift are generally defined as linear operations, not only
in our definition, but also in the literature (Lappe et al., 2000). When presenting
the flashes near the saccade target, this definition seems to be valid. However,
shift and compression are found to be non-linear when flashes are presented at
higher eccentricities (Richard et al., 2009). Our model predicts similar non-linear
relations to those that were found by Richard and colleagues for flashes
presented at high eccentricities (Richard et al., 2009; figure 5).
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Figure 5. Non-linearity of compression. A. Predicted apparent positions for many
possible flash locations (model parameters as in figure 3a). Each curve represents one
flash location. Gray area represents saccade duration. B. The predicted apparent
position at each flash location for a single time of the flash. Each panel represents a
different time of the flash.

Discussion and conclusion
Our model shows that temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash and a
prior to see things where one is looking can explain the localization patterns that
are found in the literature. By changing the width of the Gaussian distribution
representing either the foveal prior or the temporal uncertainty we can change
the localization pattern considerably. The pattern is also different for different
saccade amplitudes.
The fact that all three factors clearly influence compression probably
explains the many discrepancies between previous studies. It has been shown
that compression increases with increasing saccade amplitudes (Lavergne et
al., 2010) (corresponding to the model prediction in figure 3D). But, for instance
Brenner and colleagues did not find any compression for 5° saccades (Brenner
et al., 2005), whereas Lavergne et al. (Lavergne et al., 2010) did find
compression for that saccade amplitude. The difference between the studies is
probably that Brenner et al. (Brenner et al., 2005) used a higher stimulus
contrast and luminance. Increasing contrast and luminance has been shown to
decrease compression (Georg et al., 2008; Michels & Lappe, 2004). Our model
simulates this with the assumption that increasing stimulus luminance and
contrast decreases the temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash .
The model replicated another finding that was found in the literature; a
nonlinearity of the compression for higher eccentricities (Richard et al., 2009;
figure 5). This is because the peak of the localization curves depends on the
flash location (Maij et al., 2011a). Previous studies have assumed that
compression and shift are linearly related to the position of the flash. For
instance, compression and shift were defined as the standard deviation and the
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mean of the mislocalization curves at each time to be able to compare the
curves across subjects and conditions (Lappe et al., 2000). The fact that we
found clear nonlinearities for the compression suggests that these are not valid
measures to compare the mislocalization curves across subjects and
conditions.
One factor that needs further justification is the 70 ms time difference that
we chose as a delay for the foveal bias. The foveal prior is modeled as a
Gaussian centered on the position that the eye will have 70 ms later. We
assume that the bias is guided by a corollary discharge (CD). The value of
70 ms was taken from a review by Sommer and Wurtz (Sommer & Wurtz,
2008). However, it is not critical to know the exact value for our model as we
found that peak compression and shift are hardly influenced by changing these
values (figure 4), despite the clear change in the precise pattern of
mislocalization for flashes at 50% of the saccade amplitude for very small
delays (below 20 ms; figure 3E).
Another issue that needs to be mentioned is that we took the mean of the
posterior and not the mode (maximum a posteriori; MAP). Some previous
studies that use Bayesian models to explain their data have used the mean of
the posterior (e.g. Roach, Heron, & McGraw, 2006; Saunders & Knill, 2001),
others have used the MAP (e.g. Ernst, 2007; Kording & Wolpert, 2004), and still
others have used both (Pouget, Dayan, & Zemel, 2000; Stocker & Simoncelli,
2006; Weiss, Simoncelli, & Adelson, 2002). For normal distributions it does not
make a difference which one uses, but our distributions are clearly not normal
(figure 2). If we take the mean of the posterior we find a pattern of results that is
similar to the localization patterns reported in the literature. If we take the MAP
the pattern does not resemble the localization patterns reported in the literature.
The difference between the mode and the mean can be seen in figure 2C, the
mode of the posterior is located at 10 degrees whereas the mean of the
posterior is located just below 20 degrees. This means that if our model is
correct, our brain must rely on the mean of the posterior.
To conclude, we have shown that a Bayesian model with temporal
uncertainty about the time of the flash and a bias to believe that the flash was
where one was looking as the only ingredients can explain the full range of
localization patterns that are found in the literature for various saccade
amplitudes.
Methods
Model
The model describes localization errors in the direction of saccades, around the
time of saccades. Positions are expressed as visual angles x. With no
uncertainty about the time and location of the flash, the spatial location of the
flash is a function of the retinal flash location and the eye position at the time of
the flash:
(1)
where xe(t) is the actual eye position as a function of time, rF is the retinal
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location of the flash, xF is the actual flash location and tF is the time of the flash.
In reality, there is uncertainty in the sensed retinal location of the flash and
in the sensed eye position at the sensed time of the flash. We assume that this
uncertain information is combined with a prior to arrive at a final estimate. If we
assume that the uncertainty in the saccade trajectory and in the retinal position
of the flash are negligible, but that the time of the flash relative to the saccade is
uncertain, we get:
(2)
where

is the prior,

is the likelihood, and

is the posterior. The hat symbol above a parameter represents the estimate of
that parameter.
The likelihood represents the spatial uncertainty that is caused by the
temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash. The likelihood can therefore be
written as:
(3)
where
that is, the inverse of

is the Jacobian of the transformation from

to

,

.

This leads to the following posterior:
(4)

The expected value of the perceived flash location then becomes:

(5)

We further assume that the temporal uncertainty is a Gaussian centered on
with a variance
:
(6)
and that the prior is a Gaussian centered on the eye position achieved d
seconds later than the current position, with variance
:
(7)
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Finally, taking all factors together, we get:

(8)

We used a minimum jerk profile to describe the trajectories of saccadic eye
movements (Flash & Hogan, 1985). Very similar results were found using other
trajectories. The saccade duration (in ms) is given as a function of the amplitude
(in degrees).
(9)
This formula is based on the experimental results of Collewijn and colleagues
(Collewijn et al., 1988).
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Chapter 9
Summary and conclusions

After four years of hard work there are still many questions to be answered.
However, the studies reported in this thesis have unraveled some important
issues on the localization errors that occur near the time of saccades. Of
course, not all of the results were as we expected, but in the end we gained
more insight into how the brain combines different signals. First, I will give a
brief summary of the spatial and temporal aspects of the localization errors and
then I will finish with some speculations.

Summary and conclusions

Spatial aspects
In Chapters 2 to 4, I have shown that some spatial cues are used whereas
others are not used when localizing objects that are briefly presented near the
time of a saccadic eye movement.
In Chapter 2 we asked subjects to localize flashes that were presented near the
time of saccades in two different experiments. In the first experiment the
saccade target jumped during the saccade, either in the direction or in the
opposite direction of the saccade. In the second experiment the duration of the
saccade target on the screen was manipulated. We found that subjects use the
saccade target as a visual reference when localizing flashes that were presented
before and after the saccade. The contribution of the relative positions of the
flash and the saccade target to the perceived position of the flash was estimated
to be about 30% under these conditions.
In Chapter 3 we found that the predictability of the direction of the saccade
target did not matter when localizing flashes that were presented near the time
of the saccade. Flash positions are mislocalized systematically near the time of
saccades, but the extent to which this occurs is largely independent of how long
in advance the saccade can be anticipated.
In Chapter 4 we studied the influence of differently colored segments in the
background on the localization and detection of flashes. We asked subjects to
localize flashes that are presented near the time of the saccade when the
background consisted of differently colored segments (red-green or blackwhite). Subjects did not perceive the flashes when the colors in the background
had a luminance contrast, however when the colors were iso-luminant the
flashes were perceived. We found that the localization errors did not differ
between contrast conditions (black-white or red-green) before and after the
saccade. Flashes were suppressed if they were presented between saccade
onset and some time after the saccade. However flashes were mislocalized
even if they were presented before saccade onset. This shows that the
detection and the localization of flashes result from different processes in the
brain.
Temporal aspects
Chapters 5 to 8 show the importance of temporal aspects in the ability to
localize a stimulus near the time of a saccade.
In Chapter 5 we studied the errors that subjects made in localizing a bar by
making arm movements across the bar. When touching a real object the
localization errors are not fundamentally different from the ones that are
previously reported with the use of artificial stimuli. In those studies the stimulus
was delivered by a vibrator attached to the finger (Dassonville, 1995; Watanabe
et al., 2009). Our results demonstrated that movement related mislocalization is
not limited to artificial stimuli.
In Chapter 6 we studied the effect of irrelevant tones on the localization
errors of flashes that were presented near the time of saccades. We presented
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the tone at different moments with respect to the flash and found a temporal
shift of the mislocalization as a result of the tone. Presenting a tone influenced
the perceived location of the flash in the same way that presenting the flash
nearer to the time of the tone would have done. We interpreted this as evidence
that the tone changes the perceived time of the flash. We show that a model
based on weighted averaging of the judged times of the flash and the tone, and
which considers the probability of the two being perceived as arising from one
event, provides a good description of the data. This demonstrates that
additional temporal information (as provided by the tone) is taken into
consideration when combining sensory information streams for localization.
In Chapter 7 we examine the temporal aspects of the influence of
differently colored segmented backgrounds on the perception of flashes. We
found that flashes presented on a red segment were perceived on a green
segment. This indicated that subjects use the time at which the flash was
presented and not the color of the segment in the background. In addition we
showed that we were able to model the mislocalization curves with the use of a
temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash and a foveal bias to believe that
the flash occurred at the location where the subjectʼs eye is looking at that
moment.
The model to explain the localization errors that is introduced in Chapter 7
is expanded in Chapter 8. This model contains only two sources of errors:
temporal uncertainty and a spatial bias to believe that the flash occurred where
oneʼs eye are directed. By only changing one of these normally distributed
parameters or the saccade parameters (such as the amplitude), the great
variety in the found localization patterns can be explained.
In this thesis there are of course some aspects that need to be further
investigated or explained. This is done in the following paragraphs.
Influence of the irrelevant additional tone revisited
It sometimes happens that two groups perform the same experiment at the
same time. This was the case between Paola Bindaʼs experiment (Binda,
Morrone, & Burr, 2010) and me for my first experiment (Maij et al., 2009;
Chapter 6). Strangely enough our results were not the same: Binda and
colleagues did not find an effect of the tone on the localization errors, whereas
we did.
In their experiment the subjects were instructed to make saccades of 20
degrees and the flash was a large green bar on a red background, whereas in
our experiments the subjects made 7.6 degrees saccades and we used a small
white dot on a gray background. They did find effects of a tone when they used
more similar stimuli to ours, so the differences in results were not due to errors
in the experiment or data analysis. The differences revealed that small changes
in the exact experimental conditions (the luminance of the flash and the size of
the saccade) were important. Binda and colleagues (2010) explained our
influence of the sound on the perceived location of the flash as being the result
of the sound cueing flashes, drawing attention to them. However, after making
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the model (Chapter 8), we realized that a small change in the width of one of
the parameters of the model (the temporal uncertainty or the foveal bias) and in
the saccade amplitude can influence the mislocalization patterns. Changing the
parameters could easily result in the temporal shift of the curves to change from
no effect of the tone to a clear shift of the mislocalization curves due to the tone.
In that same chapter (Chapter 6) we made a model of the predicted
temporal shift of the localization curves. We assumed that the curves would not
differ when presenting the tone before or after the saccade. However, according
to our model (Chapters 8) this should not be the case. This suggests that the
model (Chapter 6) that we used to explain the found temporal shift of the
mislocalization curves of that chapter is not fully correct, probably explaining
why the model did not fit perfectly.
Compression and shift redefined?
We assume in Chapters 2 and 3 that mislocalization can be described as a
combination of a linear compression and a uniform shift. This assumption was
first made by Lappe and colleagues (2000) where they determined the
compression and shift indices by taking the mean and the standard deviation of
the different flash locations at every time. In Chapter 3 we use another method
to determine the compression and shift by determining the slope and the offset
of a linear fit of the perceived location of the flash for each flash location at each
time. From figure 2B of Chapter 3 it can be seen that there doesnʼt seem to be
an exact linear relation, but the linear approximation holds reasonably well.
Richard et al. (2009) have shown that there is no linear relation for larger
ranges of flash locations. In Chapter 8 we also addressed this issue, by
showing that our model predicts such non-linearities for flashes presented
further away from the saccade. This suggests that we need to come up with a
better way to quantify the amount of compression and shift with single numbers.
Extension of the Model
The simple model that we have proposed in Chapter 8 can explain most of the
mislocalization patterns that are found in the literature. By only changing the
parameters (the temporal uncertainty about the time of the flash and the foveal
bias) or the saccade parameters (amplitude), we can easily reproduce many
different mislocalization patterns. However, we have seen that the saccade
target influences the localization errors before and after the saccade
(Chapter 2) and that a border does so at some times (Chapter 4). As the only
uncertainty in the model is a temporal one, it cannot reproduce these purely
spatial effects. In order to be able to explain the influence of these references
on the perceived location of the flash, an additional spatial parameter should be
added. Many other factors could also play a role, however the main take home
message is that our simple model (Chapter 8) can explain most localization
patterns that are found in the literature.
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Consequences for our daily life
Finally I want to speculate about the effects of mislocalization on daily life. I
have been asked many times about this, but I feel as if I never really gave a
good answer to this question. Of course this is fundamental research and off
course most important findings were found by accident, but still there should be
some better justification than this. So I will try. There are three chapters that I
would like to use to illustrate the effects on daily life. First, in the haptic modality
I have used an example to illustrate the problem (Chapter 5): imagine yourself
coming home late at night and you enter a dark room. You will need to find the
light switch and you will start making sweeping arm movements (not too slow,
because you want to turn on the light quickly) across the wall. Once you have
felt it (and realize that you felt it), you will already be at another location with
your hand. At this time you need to go back to the location of where your hand
was where you think the light switch is. It might not be surprising that you wonʼt
be at the correct location, but it might be surprising that you will make
systematic localization errors.
This is a simple illustration of the errors that people can make when
localizing haptically during arm movements. The critical readers will think, oh
ok, well that is nice, but it does not really sound like a big problem to me. In the
haptic domain there could be other examples, but when I go back to the
localization errors during saccades it becomes harder to explain the effects on
daily life.
The problem with saccades is that your eyes move so fast that it is hard to
know from introspection whether you perceive something during the saccade.
Ever since Matin and Pearce (1965) showed that people do perceive flashes
during the saccade and that they misjudge the location of the flash we know
that briefly presented objects will be perceived during the saccade. So people
do perceive something, but not everything. These results are comparable to the
results of the experiments in which we presented colored segments in the
background; the subjects localized the flash just as simply on another color than
that on which it was presented (Chapters 4 and 7). And in addition to this,
people do not perceive flashes presented during the saccade when the
background consisted of a high luminance contrast segments (Chapter 4). The
latter result showed that this might be the reason why we donʼt seem to be
bothered at all about mislocalization near the time of saccades. In daily life most
scenes consist of high luminance contrasts, and thus this results in saccadic
suppression during the saccade.
Also we normally do not perceive many flashes. Almost all objects that we
see are present for at least several seconds. In those cases we donʼt make any
localization errors. So, if we are not bothered by mislocalization in daily life, why
study this phenomenon? Well, the information that we gained from these
studies is important in order to know how different sensory signals are
combined in the brain. This information could be important to design artificial
systems or tools for people that are disabled (e.g. blind or deaf people, or other
sensory disabled people). The way our brain functions, is one the most complex
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problems that we (as mankind) want to understand. I hope this thesis has
contributed a little.
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Chapter 10
Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies

Na vier jaar hard werken zijn er nog vele vragen onbeantwoord. Echter, de
studies die in dit proefschrift zijn beschreven, rapporteren toch een aantal
interessante bevindingen. Natuurlijk zijn niet alle resultaten zoals we van te
voren hadden verwacht, maar uiteindelijk is er meer inzicht verkregen in hoe het
brein verschillende signalen combineert. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een korte
samenvatting geven van de spatiële en temporele aspecten op lokalisatiefouten
rondom het tijdstip van bewegen waarna ik zal eindigen met een paar
speculaties over dit onderwerp.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies

Spatiële aspecten
In Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 heb ik laten zien dat bepaalde spatiële informatie voor
het lokaliseren van objecten, die kort gepresenteerd worden rondom het
moment van een saccadische oogbeweging, wordt gebruikt en andere spatiële
informatie niet.
In het onderzoek dat is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2 zijn proefpersonen in twee
verschillende experimenten gevraagd om flitsen (die gepresenteerd zijn rondom
de saccade) te lokaliseren. Tijdens het eerste experiment versprong het
saccadedoel tijdens de saccade in de richting van of in tegengestelde richting
van de saccade. In het tweede experiment is de duur van de aanwezigheid van
het saccadedoel gemanipuleerd. We hebben gevonden dat de proefpersonen
het saccadedoel gebruiken als een visuele referentie als ze een flits moeten
lokaliseren die gepresenteerd werd voor of na de saccade. De bijdrage van de
relatieve positie tussen de flits en het saccade doel aan de waargenomen
positie van de flits hebben we geschat op ongeveer 30% voor deze condities.
In Hoofdstuk 3 is aangetoond dat de voorspelbaarheid van waar de
proefpersoon de saccade naartoe moet maken niet uitmaakt wanneer flitsen
(gepresenteerd rondom het moment van de saccade) moeten worden
gelokaliseerd. De flitslokatie is systematisch fout waargenomen rondom het
moment van de saccade, maar hoe vaak dit gebeurt is grotendeels
onafhankelijk van hoe lang van te voren op de saccade kan worden
geanticipeerd.
In Hoofdstuk 4 is de invloed bestudeerd van verschillend gekleurde
segmenten in de achtergrond op de lokalisatie en detectie van flitsen. De
proefpersonen werden geïnstrueerd om flitsen die rondom het moment van de
saccade werden gepresenteerd te lokaliseren terwijl de achtergrond bestond uit
verschillend gekleurde segmenten (rood-groen of zwart-wit). De proefpersonen
namen de flitsen niet waar wanneer de kleuren in de achtergrond een groot
luminantie contrast hadden, maar wel wanneer de kleuren een gelijke
luminantie hadden. De resultaten waren dat de lokalisatiefouten niet verschillen
tussen de contrast condities (zwart-wit of rood-groen) voor en na de saccade.
De flitsen werden onderdrukt als ze gepresenteerd waren tussen het begin van
de saccade en enige tijd na de saccade. Echter, flitsen werden
gemislokaliseerd zelfs als ze voor het begin van de saccade gepresenteerd
waren. Dit laat zien dat detectie en lokalisatie van flitsen het resultaat is van
verschillende processen in het brein.
Temporele aspecten
Hoofdstuk 5 tot en met 8 laat het belang zien van de temporele aspecten in de
waarneming van flitsen die gepresenteerd zijn rondom het moment van de
saccade.
In Hoofdstuk 5 zijn de fouten bestudeerd die proefpersonen maken in het
lokaliseren van een staafje terwijl de proefpersoon een arm beweging over het
staafje maakt. Wanneer een echt bestaand object is aangeraakt (zoals het
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staafje) zijn de lokalisatie fouten niet fundamenteel verschillend van de fouten
die gemaakt worden wanneer er artificiële stimuli gebruikt worden (zoals
voorheen gerapporteerd is). In die voorgaande studies kwam de stimulus die
werd geleverd van een klein vibratortje die vast zat aan de vinger (Dassonville,
1995; Watanabe et al., 2009). Onze resultaten laten zien dat
bewegingsgerelateerde mislokalisatie niet gelimiteerd is tot artificiële stimuli.
In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we het effect bestudeerd van een irrelevante toon
op de lokalisatiefouten van flitsen die gepresenteerd zijn rondom het moment
van de saccade. De toon werd op verschillende momenten ten opzichte van de
flits gepresenteerd. Het resultaat was een temporele verschuiving van het
mislokalisatie patroon als gevolg van de toon. De aanwezigheid van de toon
beïnvloedde de waargenomen lokatie van de flits op eenzelfde manier als het
presenteren van de flits dichter bij de tijd van de gegeven toon zou hebben
gedaan. Dit hebben we geïnterpreteerd als een bewijs dat de toon de
waargenomen tijd verandert. Een model gebaseerd op gewogen gemiddelden
van de waargenomen tijden van de flits ten opzichte van de toon, en waarbij de
waarschijnlijkheid van de twee om als één gebeurtenis zijn waargenomen, laat
zien dat dit een goede beschrijving geeft van de data. Additionele temporele
informatie (zoals gegeven door de toon) wordt meegenomen wanneer
zintuiglijke informatie stromen voor lokalisatie gecombineerd worden.
In Hoofdstuk 7 zijn de temporele aspecten van de invloed van verschillend
gekleurde segmenten in de achtergrond op de perceptie van flitsen bestudeerd.
Flitsen die gepresenteerd zijn op een rood segment kunnen worden
waargenomen op een groen segment. Dit laat zien dat proefpersonen het
tijdstip wanneer de flits was gepresenteerd gebruiken en niet de kleur van het
segment in de achtergrond. Daarnaast hebben we laten zien dat de
mislokalisatie patronen gemodelleerd kan worden door gebruik te maken van
een temporele onzekerheid over de tijd van de flits en een bias naar de fovea
(het geloof dat de flits gebeurde op de locatie waar de proefpersoon zijn of haar
oog naar kijkt op dat moment).
Het geïntroduceerde model om de lokalisatie fouten te verklaren van
Hoofdstuk 7 is uitgebreid in Hoofdstuk 8. Het model bevat enkel twee bronnen
van fouten: temporele onzekerheid en een spatiële bias om te geloven dat de
flits was waar je oog op gericht is. Door de normaal verdeelde parameters of
the saccade parameters (zoals de amplitude) te veranderen, kunnen we de
grote variëteit in de lokalisatie patronen verklaren.
In dit proefschrift zijn er aspecten gevonden die verder onderzoek of
verklaringen nodig hebben. In de volgende paragrafen zal ik hierover
speculeren.
Herziening van de invloed van de irrelevante additionele toon
Soms gebeurt het dat twee onderzoeksgroepen tegelijkertijd hetzelfde
experiment uitvoeren. Dit gebeurde ook met het experiment van Paola Binda
(Binda et al., 2010) en mijn eerste experiment (Maij et al., 2009; Hoofdstuk 6).
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Gek genoeg waren onze resultaten niet hetzelfde: Binda en collegaʼs vonden
geen effect van de toon op de lokalisatie fouten, terwijl wij dat wel vonden.
In het experiment van Binda en collegaʼs (2010) zijn de proefpersonen
geïnstrueerd om saccades te maken van 20 graden en de flits is gepresenteerd
als een grote groene balk op een rode achtergrond. Terwijl de proefpersonen in
ons experiment saccades maakten van 7.6 graden en de flits was
gepresenteerd als een kleine witte stip op een grijze achtergrond. Binda en
collegaʼs (2010) vonden wel effecten van de toon wanneer de stimuli op die van
ons leken (Maij et al., 2009). De verschillen in de resultaten zijn dus niet
verklaarbaar door eventuele fouten in het experiment of in de data analyse. De
verschillen onthulden dat kleine veranderingen in de experimentele condities
(de luminantie van de flits en de grootte van de saccade) belangrijk waren.
Binda en collegaʼs (2010) verklaarden de door ons gevonden invloed van de
toon op de waargenomen locatie van de flits als het resultaat van de toon die de
aandacht naar de flits trok. Nadat we het mislokalisatie model hadden gemaakt
(Hoofdstuk 8) realiseerden we ons echter dat een kleine verandering in de
breedte van een van de parameters van het model (temporele onzekerheid of
de spatiële bias) en/of in de saccade amplitude de mislokalisatie patronen kan
beïnvloeden. Het veranderen van de parameters kan makkelijk een groot
verschil in de temporele verschuiving van de mislokalisatie patronen tot gevolg
hebben.
In hetzelfde hoofdstuk (Hoofdstuk 6) hebben we een model gemaakt van
de voorspelde temporele verschuiving van de lokalisatie patronen. We namen
aan dat de vorm van de patronen niet zou veranderen wanneer de toon voor of
na de saccade zou zijn gepresenteerd. Echter, volgens ons mislokalisatie
model (Hoofdstuk 8) zou dit niet het geval moeten zijn. Dit suggereert dat het
model van Hoofdstuk 6 dat we gebruikt hebben om de gevonden temporele
verschuiving van de mislokalisatie patronen te verklaren niet volledig juist is, en
waarschijnlijk verklaart waarom het model geen perfecte fit is.
Herdefinitie van compressie en verschuiving?
In Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 is aangenomen dat mislokalisatie het beste kan worden
beschreven door een combinatie van een lineaire compressie en een uniforme
verschuiving. Deze aanname is als eerste gemaakt door Lappe en collegaʼs
(2000). Zij bepaalden de compressie en verschuiving indices door het
gemiddelde en de standaard deviatie te nemen van de verschillende flits
locaties op elk tijstip. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een andere methode gebruikt om de
compressie en verschuiving te bepalen; de helling en de offset werden bepaald
van een lineaire fit door de gemiddelde waargenomen locaties van de flits voor
elke flits locatie op elk tijdstip. Uit figuur 2B van Hoofdstuk 3 blijkt dat er niet
echt een lineaire relatie is, maar dat de lineaire benadering best goed lijkt.
Richard en collegaʼs (2009) hebben laten zien dat er geen lineaire relatie is voor
grotere reeksen van flits locaties. In Hoofdstuk 8 hebben we laten zien dat ons
mislokalisatie model zulke niet-lineairiteiten voor flitsen die verder van de
saccade zijn gepresenteerd voorspelt. Dit suggereert dat we met een betere
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manier moeten komen om de hoeveelheid compressie en verschuiving uit te
drukken met enkele getallen.
Uitbreiding van het model
Het simpele model dat we hebben voorgesteld in Hoofdstuk 8 kan bijna alle
mislokalisatie patronen die gevonden zijn in de literatuur verklaren. Door de
parameters (de temporele onzekerheid over de tijd van de flits en de foveal
bias) en/of de saccade parameters (amplitude) te veranderen, kunnen we
makkelijk verschillende mislokalisatie patronen maken. Echter, we hebben
gezien dat het saccade doel de lokalisatie fouten beïnvloedt voor en na de
saccade (Hoofdstuk 2) en dat een luminantie grens dat op bepaalde tijden ook
doet (Hoofdstuk 4). Omdat de enige onzekerheid een temporele is, kan dit niet
deze puur spatiële effecten herproduceren. Om de invloed van deze spatiële
referenties op de waargenomen locatie van de flits te verklaren, moet er een
spatiële parameter worden toegevoegd. Vele andere factoren kunnen ook een
rol spelen, maar de hoofdboodschap is dat ons simpele model uit Hoofdstuk 8
de meeste lokalisatie patronen kan verklaren die zijn gevonden in de literatuur.
Consequenties voor het dagelijks leven
Als laatste wil ik speculeren over de effecten van mislokalisatie op het dagelijks
leven. Ik heb hier vaak vragen over gehad, maar heb voor mijn gevoel nooit
echt goed antwoord gegeven op deze vraag. Natuurlijk is dit fundamenteel
onderzoek en zijn de meeste belangrijke bevindingen per ongeluk gevonden,
maar er moet toch echt een betere rechtvaardiging zijn dan dit. Ik zal het nu
proberen. Er zijn drie hoofdstukken die ik wil gebruiken om de effecten op het
dagelijks leven te weer te geven. Als eerste, in de haptische modaliteit heb ik
een voorbeeld gebruikt om het probleem te illustreren (Hoofdstuk 5): stel je voor
dat je ʼs avonds laat thuis komt en je komt een donkere kamer binnen. Je gaat
dan opzoek naar de lichtknop en je begint vegende arm bewegingen (niet te
langzaam, want je wil snel het licht aan doen) te maken over de muur. Als je het
lichtknopje hebt gevoeld (en je gerealiseerd hebt dat je het voelde) is je hand
alweer op een andere locatie op de muur. Je gaat terug naar de locatie waar je
denkt dat het lichtknopje is. Het is misschien niet heel verassend dat je niet
naar de goede locatie bent teruggegaan, maar het zal misschien wel verassend
zijn dat deze lokalisatie fout systematisch is.
Dit is een simpel voorbeeld van de fouten die mensen maken tijdens het
haptisch lokaliseren van een object tijdens arm bewegingen. De kritische lezers
zullen denken, ach ja, dat is leuk, maar het klinkt niet als een groot probleem
voor mij. In het haptische domein zijn er misschien nog andere voorbeelden te
bedenken, maar wanneer ik terug ga naar de lokalisatie fouten tijdens
saccades, wordt het een stuk lastiger om de effecten op het dagelijks leven te
verklaren.
Het probleem met saccades is dat je ogen zo snel bewegen dat het
moeilijk is om vanuit introspectie te bepalen of je iets hebt waargenomen tijdens
een saccade. Sinds Matin en Pearce (1965) hebben laten zien dat mensen
flitsen waarnemen tijdens de saccade en dat ze met lokalisatie van deze flitsen
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fouten maken, weten we dat kort gepresenteerde objecten tijdens saccades
zullen worden waargenomen. Dus mensen zijn in staat om iets waar te nemen
tijdens de saccade, maar niet alles. Deze resultaten zijn vergelijkbaar met de
resultaten van de experimenten waarin we gekleurde segmenten in de
achtergrond hebben gebruikt; de proefpersonen lokaliseerden de flits net zo
makkelijk op een andere achtergrond kleur dan waarop het gepresenteerd was
(Hoofdstuk 4 en 7). Tevens nemen mensen geen flitsen waar die gepresenteerd
zijn tijdens de saccade wanneer de achtergrond bestond uit een hoog contrast
tussen de segmenten (Hoofdstuk 4). Dit laatste liet zien dat dit de reden kan zijn
waarom we in het dagelijks leven geen last hebben van mislokalisatie rondom
het moment van de saccade. In het dagelijks leven bestaan de meeste scènes
uit hoog luminantie contrasten, en dus dit resulteert in saccadische suppressie
tijdens de saccade.
Daarnaast is het ook zo dat we normaal gesproken niet veel flitsen
waarnemen. Bijna alle objecten die we zien zijn op zijn minst zichtbaar voor een
paar seconden. Dat is lang genoeg om geen lokalisatie fouten te maken. Dus,
als we in het dagelijks leven geen last hebben van mislokalisatie waarom
bestuderen we dit probleem? De informatie die we krijgen uit deze studies is
belangrijk om te weten hoe verschillende zintuiglijke signalen worden
gecombineerd in het brein. Deze informatie kan belangrijk zijn om kunstmatige
systemen of instrumenten te ontwikkelen voor mensen die gehandicapt zijn
(zoals blinde of dove mensen, of mensen met een andere zintuiglijke handicap).
De manier waarop ons brein functioneert is een van het meest complexe
vraagstukken die we (als mensheid) willen begrijpen. Ik hoop dat dit proefschrift
daartoe een bijdrage levert.
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